INTRODUCING STATEMENT-MAKING PIECES FROM OUR DESIGN SERIES COLLECTION.

Our Design Series fixtures feature artistic influence, fashion forward elements and details to contribute to affordable luxury for the home.

The fixtures found throughout the Design Series become the statement, the art piece and the focal point – and contribute to an overall luxurious experience in the home. They don’t blend in. They stand out.
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A fitting collaboration between dreamer and maker.
Jeffrey’s purposeful and authentic spaces beg to be lived in rather than existing only to be stylish. Today this Elle Décor A-List designer’s spirited aesthetic is realized beyond his fortunate clients through licensing partnerships and a broader audience can look forward to homes that are more genuine, more personal and more engaging.
exceptional combinations of materials woven throughout. Emulating both the raw strength and the captivating honesty of the landscape, Jeffrey intuitively elevates lighting to a more authentic art form as he marries craftsmanship and style with some of his favorite materials and memories.

Jeffrey’s Point Dume™ lighting collection celebrates a curated mix of yesterday and today, distilling both industrial and artisanal influences. At home in a range of lifestyles from coastal to urban, the Collection is inspired by one of his favorite places, Point Dume, California, with exceptional combinations of materials woven throughout. Emulating both the raw strength and the captivating honesty of the landscape, Jeffrey intuitively elevates lighting to a more authentic art form as he marries craftsmanship and style with some of his favorite materials and memories.

“I believe that lighting has a higher purpose, to be at once illuminating and decorative, purposeful and beautiful. Lighting is the ultimate marriage of form and function and the most transformative element in a design project. The very nature of light itself is inspirational.”

JEFFREY ALAN MARKS

Photo by Lisa Romerein
MAKER

In the eclectic Point Dume™ Collection, designして主導する。ジョージアの設計、ジョーイの設計目標はデザイン系のブランドと一致し、Design Seriesのブランドでインバウンド致します。ジョーイの設計目標はデザイン系のブランドと一致し、Design Seriesのブランドでインバウンド致します。
Featuring Point Dume™ Shearwater / Photo by Lisa Romerein
Featuring Point Dume™ Wandermere
Featuring Surfrider Pendant

Featuring Point Dume™ Windbluff and Point Dume™ Sandbar

Featuring Point Dume™ Onshore
Featuring Point Dume™ Rockdance and Latigo Bay
Featuring Point Dume™ Latigo Bay / Photo by Lisa Romerein
“Beautiful lighting can appeal to both one’s pragmatic nature and one’s artistic spirit. For me, there is no better reward than to create well-loved spaces where life can be enjoyed fully and lived beautifully.”

JEFFREY ALAN MARKS
GOOD DESIGN HAS NO LIMITS

Test interior design limits by taking the chandelier out of the dining room and into the living room. Placed over a sofa in a richly layered and beautifully realized living room décor, it makes an artistic silhouette that punctuates a room and adds life to a tonal palette. The Rae chandelier doubles as a work of art, with its blend of geometric shapes and a sculpted, handcrafted frame finished in a glowing golden finish.
PLAYING WITH ANGLES

Basic geometry is anything but boring when you add shapely influences to your home for a unique touch of style. This foyer sets the stage for the first steps into your home as it plays up the geometric trend to the hilt with abstract artwork, a clean-lined X base console table, and a dramatic lighting fixture. Your guests will do a double-take as they gaze up at Cumberland, a unique geometric pendant finished in matte black frames and accented with circular seed glass panes. Its artistic “X” and “O” tic-tac-toe pattern echoes the geometry of the hall table for a design scheme that’s sure to draw compliments.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT

It only takes seven seconds to make a first impression, so make it count with your front entryway. Here, classic architectural style gets a modern vibe with an unadorned column and the elongated shape of the Chatsworth lantern.
CLASSIC + MODERN PLAY WELL TOGETHER

Exaggerated color and playful silhouettes abound in this living room that is a unique juxtaposition of modern and traditional styling. Traditional highboy and side table furnishings meld with the contemporary use of two circular stools as a coffee table. The simply charming Mauldin pendant at either end of an emerald couch adds symmetry and balances the bright color. Mauldin’s geometric frames and clear seeded glass panes play off the diamond-patterned rug and showcase a modern twist on age-old classics.
SHADES OF BLACK AND GRAY

Turn the shiplap trend on its head by installing it vertically on the wall and painting it an accent color. The black vanity placed against the gray wall adds a moody, comforting tone to a serene bathroom. A pair of Bonita wall sconces flank an oversized mirror, adding understated elegance to the vignette. Contemporary ladder shelving displays bath necessities against an adjoining wall for additional visual flair.
MODERN LUXURY

Celebrate geometric forms and alluring intrigue. Create grand gestures and sweeping statements with a mixture of lighting fixtures that glimmer and shine. Metal accents, airy designs and artful arrangements are featured in collections, such as Orrizo, Adagio, Sinclaire and Blakely. These fixtures all pair together perfectly because of the clean lines and fashion-forward designs featured in each.

Featuring Orrizo, Adagio, Sinclaire and Blakely.
EVOKE STYLISH STORYBOOK CHARMS

This space charms all five senses through soft color palettes, vintage pieces of furniture and floral accents. The beautiful detail of Hermosa’s Mediterranean-style lanterns contribute visual interest while bringing traditional exterior fixtures indoors. Bergamo’s two-toned frame and tassel accents enhance the textured ceilings, walls and accessories.
Set the mood with a display of substantial style. Gresham’s frame was inspired by the elegance of traditional iron structures. Specific attention to forging details creates a distinctive collection to highlight rustic-inspired spaces. Morrison and Fontayne complete the lighting design with complementary forms.
TRADITIONAL LUXURY

Enjoy high status with sparkle and shine. Relax and unwind in this bath and vanity area full of femininity, sparkle and shine. The highly polished design style of Lisbon complements both Modern and Luxe interiors— and can be mounted up or down.

EARTH TONES TRENDING

Earthy granites and similar tones can make a big statement within a room. Additionally, Walnut is making a comeback because of the popularity of the mid-century modern design.
TRADITIONAL LUXURY

Enhance any space with artful angles and opulent accents. Soft metal tones, fabric shades and a soothing color palette create an oasis from everyday stress and responsibilities in this traditional luxury bath area. With a glamorous and modern appeal, Carriage Hill’s hexagonal shape complements Stratham’s signature string of alternating beads. Large in scale, this space showcases a stunning display of attention to detail.
SWEET, SERENE & SOPHISTICATED

Celebrate a new addition’s grand entrance with a nursery to match! Designers today are incorporating sophisticated and simple elements to create magical settings for children.

The furniture selection carries a monochromatic color scheme, while floral accents and textured accessories add character to the space shown. Marché collection pairs perfectly with Carlyn’s luxurious pattern and glass accents to create a gorgeous nursery with a touch of glam.
COMPLEMENT CLASSIC DESIGNS

Classic forms, geometric patterns and mixed metal finishes work together to define this stunning living area, while also enhancing the soothing color palette. Westfall’s dramatic soaring frame and candelabra cluster complement Soiree’s tall candles and clear seeded glass, creating an overall inviting atmosphere.

EMBRACE ELEGANCE & SPARKLE

To contrast the gray color scheme, rich furniture and sleek hardware, we chose lighting fixtures with glass accents, metal finishes and architecturally styled frames to bring intrigue and a sophisticated sparkle to the room.
A SERIES OF STATEMENT-MAKING FIXTURES

Bold geometric patterns and Glayse’s unbounded beveled glass adds a quirky flair to the clean lines and functionality of this design. Additionally, the use of glass creates a sense of connection to nature and the outdoors. Hangar’s unique form and Astra’s organic design serve as statement pieces to complete the look.
MIXED METALS ARE HOT!

Not only are finishes “heating up” but the freedom to mix metals is growing in popularity. Much like combining gold and silver jewelry, there isn’t a rule that commits you to one finish from room to room. How you curate and combine metal accents will enhance a luxurious setting.
PAIR SCULPTURAL DESIGNS WITH FARMHOUSE DÉCOR

With a little country flair and an inviting atmosphere, this clean and simple design style is surging in popularity in homes across the nation. Rich tones and antique décor pair perfectly with the sculptural details featured in our Fermi and Re-Bar pendants. The lighting design also features a wall sconce and chandelier from our Cordin collection, which provides a playful contrast and creates a unique visual statement within the space.
UNWIND IN A ROMANTIC SETTING

This spa-inspired sanctuary encourages rest and relaxation. Romantic rose tones, plush furniture and natural light work to create the perfect environment to escape from the daily to-do list. Our Savor chandelier and sconce contribute an essence of craftsmanship with contemporized wrought iron details and a sweeping profile.
BRING THE OUTDOORS IN

Size matters! When it comes to selecting fixtures for a particular room, oversized or exaggerated frames are on trend in a big way. In lieu of table lamps, we’ve chosen sconces from our Union Square outdoor lantern collection – a unique way of bringing the “outdoors” inside! Finally, our oversized Turnbury chandelier creates a dramatic focal point for this luxurious bedroom.
SWOON OVER MID-CENTURY MODERN DESIGN

Our designers selected a series of statement fixtures, where each complements the next, to highlight this great room that features a variety of shapes and pops of color.

Hangar’s light and airy form adds visual interest, while also providing a unique contrast to Astra’s asymmetrical design. Inspired by the art of engineering, Spatial’s geometric frame balances and completes the design scheme.
The key to coordinating lighting throughout the home is finding a good balance. Try to avoid choosing every light fixture from one particular collection. Instead, select fixtures that feature similar metal profiles or design styles. While the Era pendant and Looking Glass chandelier are from different families, each contains elements with an overall vintage feel. Iron accents, hints of brass and mechanical details all work together to create a unique statement.
LAYER LIGHTING WITH GEOMETRIC ACCENTS

Circular elements featured in the mirror and Debut chandelier work together to provide dramatic focal points to this living space. Additionally, the Squire outdoor wall lantern was incorporated in a clever way in this interior setting to create a rich layer of light to contribute to the room’s decor.

PERSONALIZE TRENDS TO MAKE IT YOUR OWN

Keep in mind, a light fixture is not going to define your style. It’s all about how your light fixture fits into your personalized living space. You can make a home feel more luxurious because of the product you are putting into it so get creative and design with what you like.
SLEEK AND SOPHISTICATED

One of the most important things to remember when illuminating your bathroom is to provide shadow-free lighting at the mirror. This bath area benefits from a generous amount of natural light, while our sleek and sophisticated Zura sconces placed on either side of the bathroom mirror work to further reduce shadows on the side of the face.

EARTH TONES TRENDING

Earthy granites and similar tones can make a big statement within a room. Additionally, Walnut is making a comeback because of the popularity of the mid-century modern design.
ALL THAT GLITTERS FOR A GLAMOROUS DESIGN

When friends and family walk into this glamorous foyer, they will instantly fall in love with the lighting design presented.

This grouping of pendants from the Desiree collection features luxury materials and details reminiscent of Hollywood’s “Golden Era.” A Silver Ridge finish and clear crystal strands cascade in a waterfall effect to convey the glitz and glamour from an iconic time that is making a modern comeback.
MARBLE, GLASS & GOLD – OH MY!

Everyone deserves a little bit of luxe in his or her home. Sleek design, nature-inspired elements and ornate details make a statement within this lavishly designed setting. Our Palacio fixtures pair a Vintage Gold finish with faux white marble accents that complement the sophisticated glass spheres found in the Ellyson pendants.
POINT DUME™ / WANDERMERE

With elegant out-stretched arms and the grace of a Calder mobile, the Wandermere chandelier is “modern symmetry in balance.” Available in Brushed Brass with curved metal shades, the Wandermere is an architectural presence for any space.

FINISH
- Brushed Brass - 160

EIGHT LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400192-160 Brushed Brass with white 40” dia, 28-1/4” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 103-1/2”, wire 15’. Eight candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
Rows of lapping wave-like metal are combined with beautifully braided cords, and suspension hooks for an ageless “industrial meets the modern minded” point of view. The inspired Surfrider pendant is offered in a Galvanized finish and a refreshing “Maliblue” finish. To round out the versatile group, the Surfrider collection also includes complementary sconces available in Galvanized, Antique Bronze or White.

**FINISHES**
- Antique Bronze - 020
- White - 030
- Galvanized - 141
- Maliblue - 162

**ONE-LIGHT PENDANT**
P500199-141 Galvanized with white
P500199-162 Maliblue with white
13-7/8" dia., 12-3/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/hooks & chain 96-1/2", wire 15’
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**THREE-LIGHT PENDANT**
P500200-141 Galvanized with white
P500200-162 Maliblue with white
24-7/8" dia., 17-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/hooks & chain 103-1/2", wire 15’
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**WALL SCONCE**
P710064-020 Antique Bronze
P710064-030 White
P710064-141 Galvanized
9" W., 11-1/8" ht.
Extends 3-7/8", H/C TR 6”
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
ADA
Continuing Jeffrey’s modern take on light and movement, the Onshore series combines some of his favorite materials and finishes. Offered as a White and Brushed Brass pendant, or a “Maliblue” and Brushed Nickel option, the Onshore group is a fresh and uplifting choice for casual living. The Onshore swing arm wall sconce in Brushed Brass has a three-tiered white enamel shade that complements this lifestyle.
POINT DUME™ / SANDBAR

Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.

SANDBAR POINT DUME™ / FINISH

P500198-160
Ageless Brushed Brass is layered in modern tiers for the Sandbar ceiling fixture, sconce and pendant light. The addition of Jeffrey’s tailormade leather details, brass hooks, milk glass and cables make for memorable, luxury lighting with infinite design applications.
POINTER DUME™ / MOONRISE

Quintessential JAM, Moonrise is an ethereal globe fashioned of Antique Nickel and marbled white glass. With a nod to its vintage ancestry, this simple style statement manages to defy time and live quite happily in the present. Jeffrey recommends the simplicity of Moonrise’s round silhouette the perfect choice when the design calls for multiples.

FINISH

Antique Nickel - 081

THREE LIGHT PENDANT

P500204-081 Antique Nickel with marble glass
18-1/2" dia., 19-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 94", wire 15’.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

POINT DUME™ / LOOKOUT

The Lookout wall sconce is a modern classic that combines Brushed Nickel, clear seeded glass and handsome leather accents. Perfectly at home in so many locations and lifestyles, the Lookout sconce is ideal to use when multiples are a must. The Lookout wall sconce has the enduring sensibility that adds an uncomplicated elegance to any interior.

FINISH

Brushed Nickel - 009

ONE LIGHT WALL BRACKET

P710069-009 Brushed Nickel with brown leather
8” W., 12-3/8” Ht.
Extends 7-3/8”. H/CTR 7-3/4”
One medium base lamp, 60w max.
The Yerba group marries a modernized Moroccan shape with Mid-Century geometric detail. Crafted of pierced metal in a Silver Ridge finish, the Yerba collection offers an inverted pendant, a dome shaped pendant, ceiling mounted fixture and wall sconce, each casting dramatic dappled light throughout a space.

**FINISH**
- Silver Ridge - 134

**THREE LIGHT SEMI-FLUSH**
- P350140-134 Silver Ridge
  - 17-3/8” dia., 12-3/8” ht.
  - Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR LIGHT PENDANT**
- P500197-134 Silver Ridge
  - 21-5/8” dia., 24” ht.
  - Overall ht. w/stem 90”, wire 15’.
  - Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**ONE LIGHT PENDANT**
- P500201-134 Silver Ridge
  - 12” dia., 8-1/4” ht.
  - Overall ht. w/stem 74-1/2”, wire 10’.
  - One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**ONE LIGHT WALL SCONCE**
- P710067-134 Silver Ridge
  - 8-1/4” W., 12-1/2” ht.
  - Extends 3-7/8”, H/CTR 6-1/4”.
  - One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.
  - ADA
The Shearwater hanging lanterns and wall sconces embody Jeffrey’s love of easy coastal living. His lighter lantern and sconce option combine Antique Nickel with clear glass and a soft-beige stitched leather handle, while the more traditional version of Shearwater combines Aged Brass, clear glass, and a handsome brown stitched leather handle. For a more California look, Jeffrey offers a White or Antique Nickel lantern with clear glass and his signature Maliblue accent as a pop of color in the roof of the fixture.
POINT DUME™ / ROCKDANCE

The Rockdance Lighting series is a graceful series fashioned from unique glass, hook elements, and handsome stitched leather strapping. With the signatures of a bespoke handbag or boot, the surprising design elements that punctuate this exciting group are certain to become design favorites for generations. Available in Brushed Nickel or Antique Nickel with clear seeded glass or Aged Brass with mercury glass.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Aged Brass - 161
- Antique Nickel - 081

FOUR LIGHT SEMI-FLUSH
P350143-081 Antique Nickel with seeded glass with beige leather
P350143-161 Aged Brass with mercury glass and brown leather
14-3/8" dia., 10-1/4" ht.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

ONE LIGHT PENDANT
P5000195-009 Brushed Nickel with seeded glass and beige leather
P5000195-161 Aged Brass with mercury glass and brown leather
15-3/4" dia., 10-1/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/hooks & chain 85-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

ONE LIGHT PENDANT
P5000202-081 Antique Nickel with beige leather and seeded glass
P5000202-161 Aged Brass with brown leather and mercury glass
9-1/2" dia., 17-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/hooks & chain 92-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

COMING SOON
POINT DUME™ / SEQUIT POINT

The romance and architectural presence of a lighthouse is expressed in the Sequit Point group. In the same way strips of glass increased the effectiveness of lighthouse beacons, the modern Sequit Point series benefits from a similar ingenuity. Mercury glass sleeves stand in tandem with clear glass rods to provide a familiar glow for the convertible ceiling fixture/pendant. Available in Antique Nickel and Brushed Brass.

FINISHES
- Antique Nickel - 081
- Brushed Brass - 160

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350142-081 Antique Nickel with mercury glass
P350142-160 Brushed Brass with mercury glass
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
14" dia., 9-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 78", wire 10'.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
The timeless Latigo Bay wall sconce hugs the wall with a simple lined Mercury glass back and an articulated curved metal shade. Predicted to be a classic go-to for a variety of easy interior updates, this slim vertical sconce is available in Antique Bronze and Brushed Nickel.
Jeffrey creates two distinctive looks when combining first Aged Brass and milk glass and then timeless Brushed Nickel and seeded glass. Both versions of the Tapia Trail fixture are defined by rivet details and remind us of their industrial origins — part Nautical, part Farmhouse, all American.
With sophisticated effortlessness, the Windbluff pendant was inspired by breezy shoreline living and incorporates Brushed Brass and natural linen. This transitional pendant, perfect for both modern and traditional interiors, is suspended by decorative brass hooks and thoughtfully has a white diffuser to create that perfect glow.

**Point Dume™ / Windbluff**

**Three Light Pendant**

P500203-160 Brushed Brass with linen shade 20” dia., 16-1/2” ht. Overall ht. w/hook & chain 91-1/2”, wire 17’. Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**Finish**

- Brushed Brass - 160
COLLECTIONS
CUMBERLAND

Experience the sense of shelter, warmth, and protection offered by the Modern Mountain glow of the Cumberland collection. Let wandering eyes hungry for a satisfying lighting experience satiate their appetites as their gaze feasts upon the artistic “X” and “O” tic-tac-toe pattern intricately woven into Matte Black frames. Signature circular seeded glass panes foster a gazing window design on each fixture in the collection to give Cumberland that rustic, modern cabin vibe.

TWO-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350159-031 Matte Black
13" sq., 5-1/2" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

EIGHT-LIGHT PENDANT
P500233-031 Matte Black
16-1/8" sq., 17-1/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 83", wire 15'.
Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

WALL SCONCE
P710076-031 Matte Black
5-1/8" W., 14-5/8" ht.
Extends 4". H/CTR 7-1/4".
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

FINISH
• Matte Black - 031

PAIR WITH
Looking Glass Foster

COLLECTIONS
Execute bold visions and design statements with the Rae Collection. A blend of geometric shapes and a sculpted, hand-artisan frame with a golden finish bring this modern collection to life for an awe-inspiring lighting experience guaranteed to spark conversation amongst your gazing guests.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350158-109 Brushed Bronze
18" dia., 8-1/2" ht.
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
Overall ht. w/chain 73-1/2", wire 10'.
3 candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
P400216-109 Brushed Bronze
26-7/8" dia., 14" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 80", wire 15'.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
P400217-109 Brushed Bronze
30-1/2" dia., 21-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 87-1/2", wire 15'.
Nine candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**WALL SCONCE**
P710078-109 Brushed Bronze
5-1/2" W., 15" ht.
Extends 3-3/4". H/CTR 7-1/2".
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

PAIR WITH
Palacio
Evoke

NEW
ADAGIO

An array of geometric patterns in Adagio is a nod to the musical description of a tender and melodic tone. The modern design features lights that are distributed around a circular band. Mixed metal elements, which are present in Brushed Silver and Brushed Gold accents, can complement monochromatic color palettes that are popular in homes today. Each fixture in the Adagio collection creates a focal point and is ideal for Luxe and Modern interiors.
RATIO

A sleek metal frame supports a low-slung shade to create Ratio’s casual modern style. The frame’s proportion to the white linen drum shade evokes a perfect ratio for lighting. All fixtures include a polished glass diffuser that offers an elegant appeal.
Elevate your Modern Mountain home décor by incorporating ravishing rustic design in the heart of your home with the Torres Collection. Handcrafted spires reminiscent of rugged forest surroundings coalesce in cultivated masterpieces of rustic sophistication. Beautiful black, blunt edges crisscross in open-cage designs for an organic interpretation of the popular tic-tac-toe pattern.

Four-Light Chandelier
- **P400215-031** Black
  - Overall ft. w/stem 77-1/2", wire 15'.
  - Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

Five-Light Island
- **P400215-031** Black
  - Overall ft. w/stem 77-1/2", wire 15'.
  - Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

Four-Light Foyer
- **P500248-031** Black
  - Overall ft. w/stem 88", wire 15'.
  - Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

Wall Sconce
- **P710077-031** Black
  - Extends 3-7/8". H/CTR 11".
  - Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

PAIR WITH
- Looking Glass
- Spicewood

FINISH
- Black - 031

NEW
**BLAKELY**

The Blakely collection has two unique and fashion-forward design styles. Choose between a rectangular frame or an open linear form. Both styles celebrate geometric interplay with clean, straight lines. Finished in Graphite with satin brass accents, the Blakely collection is ideal for Modern and Traditional interiors.

---

**FINISH**
- Graphite - 143

**PAIR WITH**
- Rae
- Rainey

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
- P350120-143 Graphite
  - Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 74-1/2", wire 10'.
  - Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT ISLAND**
- P400086-143 Graphite
  - 40-7/8" W., 17-1/4" ht., 11" depth.
  - Overall ht. w/stem 82-1/2", wire 15'.
  - Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT**
- P500168-143 Graphite
  - Overall ft. w/stem 91-1/2", wire 15'.
  - Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.
FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Nickel - 104
- Brushed Bronze - 109
- Graphite - 143

TWO-LIGHT WALL BRACKET
P300214-143 Graphite
8-5/8” W., 9-5/8” Ht.
Extends 4-7/8”, H/CTR 5-5/8”.
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350121-009 Brushed Nickel
P350121-104 Polished Nickel
P350121-109 Brushed Bronze
13-5/8” dia., 5-3/4” Ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT ISLAND
P400113-143 Graphite
40” W., 15-5/8” Ht.
Overall Ht. w/stems 82”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400113-143 Graphite
28” W., 15-5/8” Ht.
Overall Ht. w/stems 82”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400179-143 Graphite
20” W., 15-5/8” Ht.
Overall Ht. w/stems 82”, wire 15’.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT WALL BRACKET
P300214-143 Graphite
8-5/8” W., 9-5/8” Ht.
Extends 4-7/8”, H/CTR 5-5/8”.
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
ELEVATE

Achieve a sleek and modern look with Elevate. Etched glass white shades paired with a Matte Black, Brushed Bronze or Polished Chrome frame provide an elegant contrast for Modern interior design settings.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath, page 282

P400022-031
Matte Black
27-3/8" dia., 23" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

P400023-031
Matte Black
32-5/8" dia., 22-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89", wire 15'.
Seven medium base lamps, each 100w max.

P350040-031
Matte Black
11-3/4" dia., 9-7/8" ht.
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

P500151-031
Matte Black
3-7/8" dia., 7" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 73", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

PAIR WITH
Penn Ratio Mod

FINISH
• Matte Black - 031

THREE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350040-031 Matte Black
11-3/4" dia., 9-7/8" ht.
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400021-031 Matte Black
21-3/4" dia., 23" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400022-031 Matte Black
27-3/8" dia., 23" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

SEVEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400023-031 Matte Black
32-5/8" dia., 22-7/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89", wire 15'.
Seven medium base lamps, each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500151-031 Matte Black
3-7/8" dia., 7" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 73", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
FINISH
- Polished Chrome - 015

ONE-LIGHT WALL BRACKET
P300020-015 Polished Chrome
5” W, 8” ht.
Extends 7”, H/CTR 4”.
One medium base lamp.
100w max.

THREE-LIGHT SEMI-FLUSH
P350040-015 Polished Chrome
11-3/4” dia., 9-7/8” ht.
Three medium base lamps.
each 75w max.

ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350105-015-30 Polished Chrome
13” dia., 5-1/4” ht.
One 17W LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 1452 source lumens.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400021-015 Polished Chrome
21-3/4” dia., 23” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89”, wire 15’.
Three medium base lamps.
each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400022-015 Polished Chrome
27-3/8” dia., 23” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89”, wire 15’.
Five medium base lamps.
each 100w max.

SEVEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400023-015 Polished Chrome
32-5/8” dia., 22-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 89”, wire 15’.
Seven medium base lamps.
each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500051-015 Polished Chrome
3-5/8” dia., 7” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 73”, wire 10”.
One medium base lamp.
100w max.
**ONE-LIGHT WALL BRACKET**

**P300020-109** Brushed Bronze  
5”W, 8” ht.  
Extends 7”. H/CTR 4”.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT SEMI-FLUSH**

**P350040-109** Brushed Bronze  
11-3/4” dia., 9-7/8” ht.  
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**ONE-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT**

**P350040-109**

**THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

**P400021-109** Brushed Bronze  
21-3/4” dia., 23” ht.  
Overall ht. w/stem 89”; wire 15’.  
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

**P400022-109** Brushed Bronze  
27-3/8” dia., 23” ht.  
Overall ht. w/stem 89”; wire 15’.  
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**SEVEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

**P400023-109** Brushed Bronze  
32-5/8” dia., 22-3/4” ht.  
Overall ht. w/stem 89”; wire 15’.  
Seven medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**MINI-PENDANT**

**P500051-109** Brushed Bronze  
3-3/8” dia., 7” ht.  
Overall ht. w/stem 73”, wire 10”.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
ORRIZO

Suitable for sleek and sophisticated interiors, Orrizo presents an artful arrangement of clear glass and golden metal rods that adorn a Black band. Geometric and artisan design influences complement both Modern and Luxe settings. Common applications for these statement-making fixtures include dining rooms and bedrooms and foyers. Six-light chandelier may be staggered in a cluster or grouping for large entryway settings.
Featuring a striking combination of traditional and modern design, classic styling in the Cordin collection highlights a distinctive look for a variety of interiors. Elegant linear arms and a double-lined linen shade create a softer feel when combined with the vintage mechanical details and dual-tone frame. A Brushed Nickel finish with natural brass accents are incorporated in all fixtures in the Cordin family, including chandeliers, semi-flush, mini-pendant, island and swing arm options.

**FINISH**
- Brushed Nickel - 009

**PAIR WITH**
- Hangar
- Bonn
- Hansford

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
- **P350095-009** Brushed Nickel
- Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
- 16" dia., 12-1/2" ht.
- Overall ft. w/ stem 78", wire 10'.
- Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
- **P400090-009** Brushed Nickel
- 30" dia., 20" ht.
- Overall ft. w/ stem 86", wire 15'.
- Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**THREE-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER**
- **P400092-009** Brushed Nickel
- 38" W., 10" L., 21" ht.
- Overall ft. w/ stem 87", wire 15'.
- Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

**MINI-PENDANT**
- **P500101-009** Brushed Nickel
- 10" dia., 8" ht.
- Overall ft. w/ stem 74", wire 10'.
- One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**WALL BRACKET**
- **P710034-009** Brushed Nickel
- Extends 13-1/2".
- One medium base lamp, 75w max.
CAHILL

A stylish Brushed Bronze finish frames brilliant clear beveled glass panels in the Cahill collection. Ideal for Luxe or Mid-Century Modern interiors, the visual interest provides a reinvention of the popular glass design.

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
- **P400071-109** Brushed Bronze
- **25-5/8” dia., 13” ht.**
- Overall ht. w/chain 70”, wire 15’.
- Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**EIGHT-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
- **P400072-109** Brushed Bronze
- **31-3/8” dia., 13-5/8” ht.**
- Overall ht. w/chain 69-1/2”, wire 15”.
- Eight candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**MINI-PENDANT**
- **P500075-109** Brushed Bronze
- **7-3/4” dia., 17-5/8” ht.**
- Overall ht. w/chain 75”, wire 10’.
- One medium base lamp, 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT FOYER**
- **P500076-109** Brushed Bronze
- **15-3/4” dia., 19-3/4” ht.**
- Overall ht. w/chain 78-1/2”, wire 10’.
- Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT FOYER**
- **P500077-109** Brushed Bronze
- **18” dia., 24-1/2” ht.**
- Overall ht. w/chain 87”, wire 10’.
- Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
- **P3000108-109** Brushed Bronze
- **4-1/2” W., 19-3/4” ht.**
- Extends 7-1/2”.
- One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

**PAIR WITH**
- Rainey
- Elevate
- Orrizo

**FINISH**
- Brushed Bronze - 109

**Bath, page 292**

All fixtures shown with P7926-01 vintage lamps, not included.
GLAYSE

Inspired by modern architecture, Glayse features handsome details for variety of interior design styles. The frameless unbounded beveled glass creates beautiful light and reflection. The structure of Glayse is the focal point of the design, where form follows function.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath, page 280

P500090-009
P500074-009
P500073-009
P500095-009

FINISH
Brushed Nickel - 009

PAIR WITH
Ratio
Calder

WALL SCONCE
P300105-009 Brushed Nickel
7” W., 8-3/8” ht.
Extends 5-1/2”, HCTR 5-3/8”.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350090-009 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
16-3/4” Sq., 14-3/4” ht.
Overall ft. w/chain 80”, wire 10’.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER
P400116-009 Brushed Nickel
36-3/4” W., 10” L., 15-3/4” ht.
Overall ft. w/stem 82”, wire 15’.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500073-009 Brushed Nickel
6-1/2” Sq., 7-1/8” ht.
Overall ft. w/stem 77”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500074-009 Brushed Nickel
22-3/4” Sq., 13-3/4” ht.
Overall ft. w/chain 80, wire 15’.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500095-009 Brushed Nickel
14-3/4” W., 28-3/8” ht.
Overall ft. w/stem 94-1/2”, wire 15’.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.
SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350090-020 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
16-3/4”Sq., 14-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 80”, wire 10’.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER
P400116-020 Antique Bronze
36-3/4” W., 10” L., 15-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 82”, wire 15’.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500073-020 Antique Bronze
6-1/2” Sq., 11-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 77”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500074-020 Antique Bronze
22-3/4” Sq., 13-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 80, wire 15’.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500095-020 Antique Bronze
14-3/4” W., 28-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 94-1/2”, wire 15’.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.

FINISH
• Antique Bronze - 020
**PALACIO**

An intriguing fashion-forward lighting collection, Palacio pairs a Vintage Gold finish with faux white marble accents for a stunningly elegant design. White silk shades complement gold accents to create a statement-making style. Ideal for a variety of interiors.
CARRIAGE HILL

Featuring artful angles and soft metal tones, Carriage Hill offers a sophisticated pendant design for Traditional interiors. A crisp ecru fabric shade forms a hexagonal shape to surround an interior candelabra cluster. Available in Brushed Bronze and Brushed Nickel finishes. Pendants can be displayed individually or in groupings of two or more in kitchens, entryways and foyers.
RIGSBY

The use of mixed media highlights a variety of elegant details featured in Rigsby. A hint of faux marble appears in the horizontal cross bars, while Vintage Gold and Chrome accents create a dual toned finish. Decorated white gloss hardback shades – lined with burnished gold foil – complete the fixture. Inspired by mid-century design influences, this distinct and classic collection is suitable for Modern and Luxe interiors.

**WALL BRACKET**

P300201-078 Vintage Gold
6” W., 13-1/4” ht.
Extends 9-5/8”. H/CTR 7-1/2”.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**

P350128-078 Vintage Gold
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
18” dia., 11-3/4” ft.
Overall ht. w/chain 52”, wire 10’.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400172-078 Vintage Gold
32” dia., 16-3/4” ft.
Overall ht. w/chain 92”, wire 15”.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400173-078 Vintage Gold
Two-tier.
36” dia. 26-1/4”
Overall ht. w/chain 149-1/2”, wire 15”.
Nine medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT**

P500175-078 Vintage Gold
22” dia., 12-1/4” ft.
Overall ht. w/chain 87”, wire 10”.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

PAIR WITH

Rae Ion
ASTRA

An iconic fixture, Astra features an organic, asymmetrical design. Ideal for dining room settings or entryways, these classic Mid-Century inspired pieces are so versatile they can be incorporated into a variety of interiors.

Six-Light Chandelier
P400108-009 Brushed Nickel
P400108-020 Antique Bronze
22-5/8" dia., 10-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 72", wire 15'.
Six medium base lamps, each 60w max.

Eight-Light Chandelier
P400109-009 Brushed Nickel
P400109-020 Antique Bronze
Overall ht. w/stem 77", wire 15'.
Eight medium base lamps, each 60w max.

Wall Bracket
P710027-009 Brushed Nickel
P710027-020 Antique Bronze
7-1/4" W., 17-3/4" ht.
Extends 3-3/8", H/CTR 7".
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

Fixture dimension does not include lamps.
All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamps, not included.

PAIR WITH
Hangar
Glayse

COLLECTIONS

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

PAIR WITH
Hangar
Glayse
CALDER

Calder celebrates the elegance of movement with a graceful articulating center column. Pivoting arms provide a nearly endless array of configurations to complement the asymmetric design. Larger scale design is suitable for open floor plans, great rooms or anywhere a dramatic focal piece is needed to make a bold statement. The minimal form provides a perfect showcase for vintage or globe style light bulbs. Available in either Brushed Nickel or Graphite finish.
ION

Featuring a Polished Nickel or Brushed Bronze finish, these Space-Age inspired chandeliers boast either twelve or sixteen lights, each extending to support a single candelabra base lamp. Additionally, Ion chandeliers pair with Progress Lighting’s Elevate collection for stunning Mid-Century inspired interiors.
MOD

Giving a nod to the space age with mid-century modern appeal, Mod features a sleek linear frame in a Polished Chrome finish. Clear, spherical glass shades offer the perfect focal point for vintage bulbs or reflector-style globes.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath, page 288

FINISH
Polished Chrome - 15

PAIR WITH
Ion

WALL BRACKET
P2850-15 Polished Chrome
5-7/8” W., 7-1/4” H.
Extends 7-3/8”. H/CTR 3-7/8”.
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P4755-15 Polished Chrome
28-7/8” dia., 19-7/8” Ht.
Overall Ht. w/stem 86”, wire 15’.
Five candelabra base lamps each, 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P4756-15 Polished Chrome
34” dia., 24-7/8” Ht.
Overall Ht. w/stem 91”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps each, 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7827-01 vintage lamps, not included.
Spatial showcases a modern form that complements Urban Industrial, Mid-Century Modern and Bohemian styles. Overscale geometric frames feature designs inspired by metal trusses and the art of engineering. Matte Black finish is highlighted by clear globe shades or open candles. Chandelier and pendant options are ideal for foyers and entryways, while vanity fixtures complement modern spa-like bath suites.
HANGAR

Fixtures in the Hangar collection are fun, light and airy pieces – perfect for both casual and modern homes. A sophisticated, statement-making frame occupies a large visual space. Modern wire basket forms are finished in Brushed Nickel with graphite accents or Antique Bronze and natural brass accents to complete the design.

FINISH
- Brushed Nickel - 009

PAIR WITH
- Astra
- Zag

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
- P550092-009 Brushed Nickel
  Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included. Vintage Linen Shade.
  10” dia., 15-1/4” ht.
  Overall ht. w/stem 78-1/2”, wire 10’. Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
- P400105-009 Brushed Nickel
  30” dia., 19-3/4” ht.*
  Overall ht. w/stem 77”, wire 15’.
  Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

EIGHT-LIGHT CHANDELIER
- P400106-009 Brushed Nickel
  40” dia., 24-7/8” ht.*
  Overall ht. w/stem 91-1/2”, wire 15’.
  Eight medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
- P550115-009 Brushed Nickel
  13” dia., 9-5/8” ht.
  Overall ht. w/stem 76-1/2”, wire 10’.
  One medium base lamp, 60w max.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
- P550116-009 Brushed Nickel
  Vintage Linen Shade.
  20” dia., 26” ht.
  Overall ht. w/stem 92”, wire 15’.
  One medium base lamp, 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
- P550117-009 Brushed Nickel
  Vintage Linen Shade.
  24” dia., 24-1/4” ht.
  Overall ht. w/stem 90”, wire 15’.
  Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

WALL BRACKET
- P710043-009 Brushed Nickel
  5” W., 8-3/4” ht.*
  Extends 4-1/2”. H/CTR 4”.
  One medium base lamp, 60w max.

*Fixture dimension does not include lamps.

FINISH 009
PAIR WITH Astra Zag

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 or P7827-01 lamps, not included.
FINISH

- Antique Bronze - 020

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE

P350102-020 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included. Vintage Linen Shade.
16" dia., 13-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 78-1/2", wire 10'.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P400105-020 Antique Bronze
30" dia., 36-1/4" ht.*
Overall ht. w/stem 77", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

EIGHT-LIGHT CHANDELIER

P400106-020 Antique Bronze
40" dia., 24-7/8" ht.*
Overall ht. w/stem 91-1/2", wire 15'.
Eight medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT

P500115-020 Antique Bronze
13" dia., 9-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 76-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT

P500116-020 Antique Bronze
Vintage Linen Shade.
20" dia., 26" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 92", wire 15'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT

P500117-020 Antique Bronze
Vintage Linen Shade.
24" dia., 24-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 90", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 75w max.

WALL BRACKET

P710043-020 Antique Bronze
5" W., 8-3/4" ht.*
Extends 4-1/2", H/CTR 4".
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

*Fixture dimension does not include lamps.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 or P7827-01 lamps, not included.
ORIGINAL SQUARE

Originally inspired by historical reproduction gas lanterns, Union Square now offers a four-light chandelier and five-light linear island fixture. The simple geometric form features a Stainless Steel frame that is paired with vintage-style light bulbs. Mechanical details such as exaggerated knobs provide character to the form.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

- Bath, page 282
- Outdoor, page 356

**FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400112-135 Stainless Steel
- 20" W., 9-3/4" ht.
- Overall ht. w/stems 76-1/2", wire 15'.
- Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT ISLAND**

P400145-135 Stainless Steel
- 38" W., 9-3/4" ht., 8-1/2" d.
- Overall ht. w/stems 76", wire 15'.
- Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**ONE-LIGHT BRACKET**

P710038-135 Stainless Steel
- 5-1/4" W., 12" ht.
- Extends 5'.
- One medium base lamp, 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 lamps, not included.
GRESHAM

A display of substantial style, Gresham’s frame was inspired by the elegance of traditional iron structures. Specific attention to forging details creates a distinctive collection for Transitional and Farmhouse interior spaces. Seeded glass shades and a Graphite finish pair together to complete the look.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400164-143 Graphite
28” dia., 22-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 96-1/2”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400165-143 Graphite
36” dia., 24-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99”, wire 15’.
Nine candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FIFTEEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400166-143 Graphite
Two-tier.
47-1/8” dia., 40-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 163”, wire 15’.
Fifteen candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

PAIR WITH
Debut
Spicewood
**SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE**
P350119-143 Graphite
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
17-3/4" dia., 12" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 50", wire 10'.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT FOYER**
P500164-143 Graphite
20" dia., 26-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 100", wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**EIGHT-LIGHT FOYER**
P500165-143 Graphite
24" dia., 41-1/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 115-1/2", wire 15'.
Eight candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**EIGHT-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER**
P400180-143 Graphite
38" W., 17-1/2" ht., 13-7/8" d.
Overall ht. w/chain 91-1/2", wire 15'.
Eight candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**ONE-LIGHT WALL BRACKET**
P710055-143 Graphite
4-3/4" W., 15" ht.
Extends 5-3/4", H/CTR 10'.
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.
LOOKING GLASS

Whether for a mountain cabin or an urban retreat, the rustic charm of the Looking Glass collection is an artful display of romantic vintage lighting. Inspired by a timber frame farmhouse, Looking Glass features iron elements that support clear seeded glass reflectors. Hints of brass accentuate the mechanical details to enhance a vintage feel.

FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400002-020 Antique Bronze
25-3/8" W., 18-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 84", wire 15'.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400003-020 Antique Bronze
19" W., 36-3/4" L., 18-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 84", wire 15'.
Six medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500042-020 Antique Bronze
9” dia., 14 3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 87", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

WALL SCONCE
P700002-020 Antique Bronze
9” W., 17-7/8" ht.
Extends 7-5/8". H/CTR 11-3/8".
One medium base lamp. 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.

PAIR WITH
Torres
Cumberland

FINISH
Antique Bronze - 020

COLLECTIONS
DEBUT

Debut provides a fitting stage to feature nostalgic, vintage lamps. Glass accessory shades in clear or frosted seeded finishes are available to complement traditional incandescent or energy efficient lamps.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath, page 296

FINISH
Brushed Nickel -009

PAIR WITH
Remix
Staunton

WALL BRACKET
P300008-009 Brushed Nickel
4-1/2" W., 8-1/2" H. Extends 5-7/8". H/CTR 5". One medium base lamp, 60w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350036-009 Brushed Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included. 19-7/8" dia., 15" ht. Overall ft. w/chain 52", wire 10'. Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400015-009 Brushed Nickel
28" dia., 27-1/2" Ht. Overall ft. w/chain 105-1/2", wire 15'. Six medium base lamps, each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400016-009 Brushed Nickel
36" dia., 34-1/2" Ht. Overall ft. w/chain 109-1/2", wire 15'. Nine medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FIFTEEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400017-009 Brushed Nickel
36" dia., 41-5/8" Ht. Overall ft. w/chain 164-1/2", wire 15'. Fifteen medium base lamps, each 60w max.

ACCESSORY SHADE
P860003-001 Frosted seeded glass shade. 4-1/4" dia., 5-7/8" Ht.

ACCESSORY SHADE
P860003-001 Clear seeded glass shade. 4-1/4" dia., 5-7/8" Ht.

All fixtures shown with P7925-01 vintage lamps, not included.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath, page 296

DEBUT provides a fitting stage to feature nostalgic, vintage lamps. Glass accessory shades in clear or frosted seeded finishes are available to complement traditional incandescent or energy efficient lamps.
DEBUT

FINISH
- Graphite - 143

WALL BRACKET
P300008-143 Graphite
4-1/2" W., 8-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-3/8". H/CTR 5".
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350036-143 Graphite
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
19-3/8" dia., 15" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 52"; wire 10’.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400015-143 Graphite
28" dia., 27-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 102-1/2"; wire 15’.
Six medium base lamps, each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400016-143 Graphite
36" dia., 34-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 164-1/2"; wire 15’.
Nine medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FIFTEEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400017-143 Graphite
36" dia., 41-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 164-1/2"; wire 15’.
Fifteen medium base lamps, each 60w max.

ACCESSORY SHADE
P860002-001 Frosted seeded glass shade.
4-1/4" dia., 5-7/8" ht.

ACCESSORY SHADE
P860003-001 Clear seeded glass shade.
4-1/4" dia., 5-7/8" ht.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.

P860002-001 P860003-001
REMX
Remix features industrial-inspired pendant options. A Graphite frame is comprised of straps that weave together to create an open cage design. Brushed Nickel accents on the inside add a touch of mixed metal accents.

FINISH
- Graphite - 143

PAIR WITH
- Spicewood
- West Village

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400051-143 Graphite
26" dia., 20" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 86", wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500010-143 Graphite
10" dia., 9-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 75-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT PENDANT
P500011-143 Graphite
16" dia., 15" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 87", wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT
P500012-143 Graphite
22" dia., 15" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 87", wire 15'.
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.
With updated designs that honor the charm of early American styling, Fontayne provides a timeless elegance to Rustic Farmhouse, Modern Farmhouse and Urban Industrial spaces. Impressive graphic elements take center stage, while candelabra lights highlight subtle curves. Dual tone finish combinations include Antique Bronze with faux oak accents or Brushed Nickel with weathered gray accents.

**FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
- P400080-020 Antique Bronze
- Overall ht. w/stem 105", wire 15'.
- Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
- P400081-020 Antique Bronze
- 22" dia., 24-3/4" ht.
- Overall ht. w/stem 111-1/2", wire 15'.
- Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER**
- P400082-020 Antique Bronze
- Overall ht. w/stems 103-1/2", wire 15'.
- Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**TWELVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
- P400083-020 Antique Bronze
- 32" dia., 28-3/4" ht.
- Overall ht. w/stem 107", wire 15'.
- Twelve candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT**
- P500088-020 Antique Bronze
- 14" Sq., 25" ht.
- Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 15'.
- Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT PENDANT**
- P500089-020 Antique Bronze
- 20" Sq., 32" ht.
- Overall ht. w/chain 107-1/2", wire 15'.
- Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamps, not included.

**FINISH**
- Antique Bronze - 020

**PAIR WITH**
- Galley
- Conestee
- Hansford
FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400080-009 Brushed Nickel
15-3/4" dia., 30" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 105", wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400081-009 Brushed Nickel
22" dia., 24-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 111-1/2", wire 15'.
Six candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIER
P400082-009 Brushed Nickel
36" W., 22" d., 15-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stems 103-1/2", wire 15'.
Six candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

TWELVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400083-009 Brushed Nickel
32" dia., 28-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 107", wire 15'.
Twelve candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT
P500088-009 Brushed Nickel
14" Sq., 25" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT PENDANT
P500089-009 Brushed Nickel
20" Sq., 32" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 107-1/2", wire 15'.
Six candelabra base lamps,
each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7826-01
vintage lamps, not included.
Coastal-inspired pieces are popular in a variety of today’s home designs. Turnbury pendants feature a solid wood frame surround with hand-painted, galvanized metal fittings. The distressed pine frame finish is reminiscent of driftwood that has been weathered in the sun.
SPICEWOOD

The statement-making Spicewood pendants feature a rich, solid wood surround in a classic quatrefoil pattern. Wrought iron metal fittings in a Gilded Iron finish are paired with a distressed pine frame to complement rustic and reclaimed design styles.

FOUR-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P4766-71 Gilded Iron
22” dia., 24-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. with chain 99-1/2”, wire 15’.
Four candelabra base lamps each, 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P4767-71 Gilded Iron
30” dia., 32-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. with chain 107-1/2”, wire 15”.
Six candelabra base lamps each, 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P5318-71 Gilded Iron
10” dia., 11” ht.
Overall ht. with stem 77”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

FINISH
Gilded Iron - 71

PAIR WITH
Fontayne
Gresham
Malbec

SPICEWOOD shown with P7826-01 vintage lamp

P4766-71

P4767-71

P5318-71

PAIR WITH
Malbec

Fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.
**EVOKE**

Evoke features an elliptical frame that gracefully supports a candelabra with clear glass shade. Mixed finishes highlight the unique shape and provide a hint of livable luxury to your home. Three-, five- and six-light options available.

---

**THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400024-020 Antique Bronze

17-5/8” dia., 28-1/2” ht.

Overall ht. w/chain 103-1/2”; wire 15’.

Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400025-020 Antique Bronze

24-5/8” dia., 35-3/8” ht.

Overall ht. w/chain 110-1/2”; wire 15’.

Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400026-020 Antique Bronze

28-1/2” dia., 39-1/2” ht.

Overall ht. w/chain 114-1/2”; wire 15’.

Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

---

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**

P400117-020 Antique Bronze

33-3/4” dia., 27-7/8” ht.

Overall ht. w/chain 103”; wire 15’.

Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**PAIR WITH**

Noma Marche

---

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamps, not included.
**EVOKE**

**FINISH**
- Polished Nickel - 104

**THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIERS**
- **P400024-104** Polished Nickel
  - 17-5/8" dia., 28-1/2" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 103-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **P400025-104** Polished Nickel
  - Overall ht. w/chain 110-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **P400026-104** Polished Nickel
  - 28-1/2" dia., 39-1/2" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 114-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIERS**
- **P400024-104** Polished Nickel
  - 17-5/8" dia., 28-1/2" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 103-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **P400025-104** Polished Nickel
  - Overall ht. w/chain 110-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **P400026-104** Polished Nickel
  - 28-1/2" dia., 39-1/2" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 114-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIERS**
- **P400024-104** Polished Nickel
  - 17-5/8" dia., 28-1/2" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 103-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **P400025-104** Polished Nickel
  - Overall ht. w/chain 110-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **P400026-104** Polished Nickel
  - 28-1/2" dia., 39-1/2" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 114-1/2"; wire 15'.
  - Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamps, not included.
NOMA

Mixed finishes, such as Polished Nickel with silver ridge accents and Antique Bronze with champagne accents are highlighted in Noma. Soft angles and curving lines created from flat metal straps elegantly frame etched white glass shades.
FINISH
Polished Nickel - 104

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350034-104 Polished Nickel
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
15-5/8" dia., 12-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 51-1/2"; wire 10'.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400031-104 Polished Nickel
23" dia., 17-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 92-1/2"; wire 15'.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400033-104 Polished Nickel
28-1/2" dia., 26" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 101"; wire 15'.
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400032-104 Polished Nickel
Two-tier.
34" dia., 32" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 155"; wire 15'.
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER PENDANT
P400014-104 Polished Nickel
16" dia., 29-1/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 104"; wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500007-104 Polished Nickel
7-5/8" dia., 6-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 72-1/2"; wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

WALL BRACKET
P700005-104 Polished Nickel
7-5/8" W., 18-5/8" ht.
Extends 8-3/8" H/CTR 6-3/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT FLUSH MOUNT
P350035-104 Polished Nickel
14-5/8" dia., 7-3/4" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.
WEST VILLAGE

A modern form with industrial-inspired accents are featured in West Village. Double prismatic glass shades provide a beautiful illumination effect. Visual interest continues with a three-spoke frame that holds each glass shade. Antique Bronze with antique brass accents or Brushed Nickel with chrome accents provide touches of mixed metal in all fixtures within the collection.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Bath, page 300
WALL BRACKET  
**P300004-009** Brushed Nickel  
5-1/8" W., 8-1/8" Ht.  
Extends 7". H/CTR 4-1/8".  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE  
**P350002-009** Brushed Nickel  
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.  
13-1/2" dia., 9-1/4" Ht.  
Overall Ht. w/stem 75", wire 15'.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT CHANDELIER  
**P400008-009** Brushed Nickel  
20" dia., 16-1/8" Ht.  
Overall Ht. w/stem 82-1/2", wire 15'.  
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER  
**P400009-009** Brushed Nickel  
31-1/4" dia., 20-3/8" Ht.  
Overall Ht. w/stem 86-1/2", wire 15'.  
Five medium base lamps, each 100w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER  
**P400010-009** Brushed Nickel  
31-1/4" dia., 20-3/8" Ht.  
Overall Ht. w/stem 86-1/2", wire 15'.  
Nine medium base lamps, each 100w max.

MINI-PENDANT  
**P500006-009** Brushed Nickel  
5-9/16" dia., 7-5/8" Ht.  
Overall Ht. w/stem 74", wire 10'.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
GLIMMER

Elements that sparkle create an instant statement within the home – Glimmer fits the definition of livable luxury. Prismatic glass pendants are supported by an architecturally styled frame in Silver Ridge or Antique Bronze finishes.

FINISHES
- Antique Bronze - 20
- Silver Ridge - 134

PAIR WITH
- Equinox
- Desiree
- Anjoux

SEMIFLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P5346-20 Antique Bronze
P5346-134 Silver Ridge
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
16-1/4" dia., 19’ ht
Overall ht. w/chain 96-1/2", wire 10'.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FIVE-LIGHT PENDANT
P5321-20 Antique Bronze
P5321-134 Silver Ridge
22-1/4" dia., 23-7/8" ht
Overall ht. w/chain 99", wire 10'.
Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT PENDANT
P5346-134 Silver Ridge
P5346-20 Antique Bronze
28" dia., 29-1/4’ ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 104-1/2", wire 10'.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
GLIMMER

FINISHES
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Silver Ridge - 134

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350058-020 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included. 13-5/8” dia., 11-1/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 49-1/2”, wire 10’. Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT LINEAR CHANDELIERS
P400101-020 Antique Bronze
13-3/8” W., 11-1/2” L, 11” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 77-1/2”, wire 10’. Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT
P500109-020 Antique Bronze
20-1/8” Sq., 11” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 77-1/2”, wire 10’. Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P5320-20 Antique Bronze
P5320-134 Silver Ridge
6” dia., 11-1/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 77-1/2”, wire 10’. One medium base lamp, 100w max.

WALL SCONCE
P7998-134 Silver Ridge
P7998-20 Antique Bronze
8” W., 10” ht.
Extends 4-3/4”; H/CTR 3-1/2”. Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
STRATHAM

Stratham’s signature focal point features a sparkly string of alternating drops of cylindrical and crystal orb beads. Large in scale, while delicate in details, the chandelier and semi-flush options showcase a stunning, faceted K9 glass column. Upward arching candelabra arms feature a soft Brushed Nickel finish and add visual interest for a variety of applications. Off-white silk shades available separately for chandelier and semi-flush fixtures.
The Desiree collection features luxury materials and details reminiscent of Hollywood’s Regency period. A Silver Ridge finish and clear crystal strands cascade in a waterfall effect to convey the glitz and glamour from an iconic time that is making a modern comeback.
MARCHÉ

Marché is an eclectic arrangement of gleaming metal turnings, which recreates the vintage styles found in Parisian neighborhood markets. Polished Nickel elements are combined with a luxurious sheer silver organza shade and clear K9 glass elements. Coordinate with Nissé or Caress collections to create a truly distinctive addition to your home.
CELESTE

Celeste features elegant modern design for an updated traditional appeal. The frame is composed of opposing arched forms to create a beautiful asymmetrical design from any vantage point. Etched opal glass shades add a classic detail to the open frame, while a brilliant Polished Nickel finish completes the design. A perfect choice for Luxe and Mid-Century Modern interiors.

FINISH
Polished Nickel - 104

PAIR WITH
Tinsley
Landree

MINI-PENDANT
P500123-104 Polished Nickel
10" sq., 14.5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 80-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT PENDANT
P500124-104 Polished Nickel
Overall ht. w/stem 89-1/2", wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
Inspired at its roots by an understated beauty and a breathtaking formal elegance, the Bonita collection makes a stunning addition to any luxurious living space. This gaze-grabbing modern collection grants a slight nod to antique candle-like fixtures with graceful, arrow drum shades held in place by light bases supported by elegantly curved arms. Bonita’s signature elegant design is ideal for illuminating family meals at your dining table or around a kitchen island.

**SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
P400227-012 Satin Brass
P400227-031 Matte Black
30-1/2” dia., 24” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 90”, wire 15”.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT FOYER**
P500285-012 Satin Brass
P500285-031 Matte Black
23” dia., 25-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 92”, wire 15”.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

**WALL BRACKET**
P710018-012 Satin Brass
P710018-031 Matte Black
4-1/2” W., 17-1/8” ht.
Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 13-5/8”.
One candelabra base lamp, 40w max.

**WALL BRACKET**
P710019-012 Satin Brass
P710019-031 Matte Black
13-5/8” W., 17-4/4” ht.
Extends 6-3/8”. H/CTR 13-5/8”.
Two candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

PAIR WITH
Celeste
Carriage Hill

**FINISHES**
- Satin Brass - 012
- Matte Black - 031
BONITA

FINISHES

- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 20

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400227-009 Brushed Nickel
P400227-015 Polished Chrome
30-1/2” dia., 24” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 90”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500285-009 Brushed Nickel
P500285-015 Polished Chrome
23” dia., 25-7/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 92”, wire 15’.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

WALL SCONCE
P710018-009 Brushed Nickel
P710018-015 Polished Chrome
P710018-020 Antique Bronze
4-1/2” W., 17-1/8” ht.
Extends 6-1/8”, H/CTR 13-5/8”.
One candelabra base lamp, 40w max.

WALL SCONCE
P710019-009 Brushed Nickel
P710019-015 Polished Chrome
P710019-020 Antique Bronze
13-5/8” W., 17-1/4” ht.
Extends 6-7/8”, H/CTR 13-5/8”.
Two candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.
SAVOR

Savor is a soft blend of sweeping details and contemporized wrought iron craftsmanship making it suitable for a wide variety of home décor styles. Sheer sailcloth textured shades are integral to the design.

FINISH
- Silver Ridge - 134

PAIR WITH
Glimmer
Desiree

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P400075-134 Silver Ridge
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included.
17” dia., 15-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 56-1/2”, wire 10’.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400075-134 Silver Ridge
33” dia., 27-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 102-1/2”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

TEN-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400076-134 Silver Ridge
38” dia., 35-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 159”, wire 15’.
Ten candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

MINI-PENDANT
P500080-134 Silver Ridge
10” dia., 14-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 80-1/2”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SIX-LIGHT PENDANT
P500081-134 Silver Ridge
24” dia., 25-1/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 100-1/2”, wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

WALL BRACKET
P700029-134 Silver Ridge
6-1/8” W., 11” H.
Extends 8”. H/CTR 9-3/4”.
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.
BERGAMO

Bergamo features an elegant wispiness within a two-toned frame. Weathered stone accents and tassel details create a relaxed, rustic casual collection. These versatile pieces can be incorporated over a dining room table in a Rustic Farmhouse setting or in a Transitional open living space. Wall bracket, chandelier and foyer fixture options are available.

- **FIVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
  - **P400068-077** Forged Bronze
  - 26” dia., 27-7/8" ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 103", wire 15’.
  - Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
  - **P400069-077** Forged Bronze
  - 32” dia., 33-5/8” ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 108-1/2”, wire 15’.
  - Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **TWELVE-LIGHT CHANDELIER**
  - **P400070-077** Forged Bronze
  - 42-1/8” dia., 46-7/8” ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 170”, wire 15’.
  - Twelve candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **FOUR-LIGHT FOYER**
  - **P500091-077** Forged Bronze
  - 18-3/4” dia., 42-1/8” ht.
  - Overall ht. w/chain 117-1/2”, wire 15’.
  - Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

- **WALL BRACKET**
  - **P700032-077** Forged Bronze
  - 6” W., 17-1/4” ht.
  - Extends 7-5/8”. H/CTR 6”.
  - One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.
ALLAIRE

Alternating oval and round vintage beads create beautiful strands that are completed by a large faceted glass pendalog. Champagne candles and an Antique Bronze finish add to the sophisticated design details. Two shade styles, both featuring a rich Espresso trim, are available as accessories.
COLLECTIONS

ALLAIRE

FINISH
- Antique Bronze - 020

SEMI-FLUSH CONVERTIBLE
P350030-020 Antique Bronze
Hanging and ceiling mount hardware included. Accessory shades do not fit fixture. 16” dia., 12-7/8’ ht.
Overall ht. with chain 52”; wire 10’.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

EIGHT-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400005-020 Antique Bronze
32” dia., 31” ht.
Overall ht. with chain 108-1/2”; wire 15’.
Eight candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

NINE-LIGHT CHANDELIER
P400006-020 Antique Bronze
32” dia., 35” ht.
Overall ht. with chain 160”; wire 15’.
Nine candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

WALL BRACKET
P710003-020 Antique Bronze
5-1/8” W., 20-5/8” H.
Extends 6-3/4”; H/CTR 12”.
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM

P350030-020 shown as semi-flush
P710003-020 shown with P860001-001 shade
P400005-020 shown with P860000-001 shade
P400006-020 shown with P860000-001 shade
WESTFALL

Westfall is a combination of arching elements that create a dramatic soaring frame. A dual-tone finish highlights the distinctive form. Metal fittings add a touch of elegance and dimension to further enhance the classic architectural form.

Note: Antique Bronze fixtures include Vintage Brass and Antique Bronze candle covers for additional customization.

PAIR WITH
Noma
Allaire

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500038-020 Antique Bronze
P500038-143 Graphite
10-1/8" sq., 19-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 94-1/2", wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500039-020 Antique Bronze
P500039-143 Graphite
13-7/8" sq., 25-1/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 100", wire 15'.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

EIGHT-LIGHT FOYER
P500040-020 Antique Bronze
P500040-143 Graphite
19-3/4" sq., 33-1/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 156", wire 15'.
Eight candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FINISHES
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Graphite - 143

All fixtures shown with P7926-01 vintage lamps, not included.
ASSEMBLY HALL

Assembly Hall provides a formal and classic open caged pendant for a variety of traditional and transitional interiors. Available in two sizes, arching frames are great in scale and surround a candelabra with matching candles – Antique Bronze fixtures also include vintage brass candles for additional customization.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

PAIR WITH
Bargamo
Durrell

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500036-009 Brushed Nickel
P500036-020 Antique Bronze
15” sq., 26” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 100”; wire 15’.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SIX-LIGHT FOYER
P500037-009 Brushed Nickel
P500037-020 Antique Bronze
20” sq., 32-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 106-1/2”; wire 15’.
Six candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

Note: Antique Bronze fixtures include Vintage Brass and Antique Bronze candle covers for additional customization.

PAIR WITH
Bergamo
Durrell

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamps, not included.
MARQUE
With clear seeded glass in the Graphite finish, this vintage pendant family can be used as a sleek substitute for chandeliers in a variety of living spaces, including foyers and hallways.
CINQ NEW

Cinq finds inspiration from modern geometric designs and the beauty of contrasting elements. Five-sided bottom panels are outlined in an Antique Bronze finish with antique mirrored glass or Brushed Nickel finish with clear seeded glass lower panels, while the upper panels are comprised of clear glass.
MAULDIN

Enjoy the generous, antique glow of the simply charming Mauldin Collection. Geometric frames and clear seeded glass panes foster a soft, vintage demeanor and recall memories of raindrops clinging to windows during a summer evening thunderstorm.
Sinclaire features a tapered frame and airy design complemented by a Gold Leaf and Black finish. While Sinclaire pendants are suitable in Modern and Luxe environments, the elegant details are comprised of elements that be found in popular outdoor markets showcasing vintage and antique treasures. Available in two sizes.

**ONE-LIGHT PENDANT**

P500161-031 Black
14” dia., 14” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 88”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

P500163-031 Black
20” dia., 23” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 97”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**FINISH**

- Black - 031
GALLEY

Galley is a simple modern form that complements both coastal décor and commercial style kitchens. The arched supporting frame features overscale metal turnings for an enhanced sense of architectural styling. The linen shades are comprised of rich, satin lining for the feel of a tailored fit and finish to complement the multi-light cluster.
ELLYSON

Clear prismatic glass creates a sophisticated, spherical globe in Ellyson. Influenced by mid-century aesthetics, the glass is highlighted by simple accents finished in Polished Chrome or Brushed Bronze. From Mid-Century Modern to Luxe and Vintage Electric to Coastal, these pendants enhance a variety of design styles and can be displayed singularly or in groupings of two or more.
STAUNTON

Inspired by the stacked modern elements of items found in Parisian boutiques, Staunton’s chess piece silhouette offers a signature focal point. Available in three shapes and color variations – they can be grouped as a single style or mixed and matched to offer a more eclectic look. All pendants feature a vintage, woven cloth cord.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 09
- Antique Bronze - 20
- Graphite - 143

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P5332-09 Brushed Nickel with clear glass
P5332-20 Antique Bronze with champagne glass
P5332-143 Graphite with smoked glass

12” dia., 11-1/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/cord 125-1/2”; cord 10’.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P5333-09 Brushed Nickel with clear glass
P5333-20 Antique Bronze with champagne glass
P5333-143 Graphite with smoked glass

9” dia., 10-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/cord 124”; cord 10’.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

ONE-LIGHT PENDANT
P5334-09 Brushed Nickel with clear glass
P5334-20 Antique Bronze with champagne glass
P5334-143 Graphite with smoked glass

8 1/2” dia., 12-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/cord 126-1/2”; cord 10’.
One medium base lamp, 75w max.
CHRONICLE

Chronicle pendants add visual interest and are ideal for commercial-style home kitchens or vintage dining areas. A metal accent ring adds a finishing touch on the glass globe. Clear seeded glass with an Antique Bronze frame.
Inspired by a beautiful wine cask design, the Zin pendants are artfully formed from one large piece of glass. Create a customized look for Rustic Farmhouse and Modern Farmhouse to Urban Industrial settings by grouping several pendants together in a kitchen, entryway or living room setting. Perfectly imperfect, the design offers dimension and visual texture.
MALBEC

Artisanal glass and high quality craftsmanship offers a signature focal point in the Malbec pendants. Create a customized look suitable for designs from Bohemian to Coastal by grouping several pendants together in a kitchen, entryway or living room setting. Perfectly imperfect, the design offers dimension and visual interest.
ERA

Achieve a vintage feel with Era’s carefully crafted details and special eclectic accents. One light pendant or mini pendant options are available in Matte Black with gold leaf accents.
BEAKER
Beaker has a heightened sense of modern industrial styling. Available in two styles, each with their own unique character. These vessels are suspended from herringbone cloth cords. Available in two finishes, half clear, half mirrored glass with Polished Chrome frame or champagne glass with Antique Bronze frame.
Mesh pendants offer an interweaving open cage frame that can serve as a focal point in any lighting design.

**MINI-PENDANT**

*P5337-20* Antique Bronze
8-1/2" dia., 8-3/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 74-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

*P5338-20* Antique Bronze
8-1/2" dia., 8-3/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 74-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

All fixtures shown with P7827-01 vintage lamp, not included.

**MESH**

Mesh pendants offer an interweaving open cage frame that can serve as a focal point in any lighting design.
FINN

Finn takes a new perspective on an open cage design. The beautifully graphic frame wraps around an etched white glass shade creating a focal aperture for a single lamp. Available in Matte Black and Metallic Silver finishes.

FINISHES
- Matte Black - 31
- Metallic Silver - 121

MINI-PENDANT
PS524-31 Matte Black
PS524-121 Metallic Silver
10” dia., 10-1/2” ht.
Overall ht. w/ stem 76-1/2”, wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
**RE-BAR**

Re-Bar pendants are inspired by industrial and vintage electric elements, created from a common masonry structure with a steel reinforcing bar. The coarse material is paired with bright Chrome to provide an intriguing visual contrast. In addition to Urban Industrial and Vintage Electric styles, Re-Bar is ideal for updating Modern Farmhouse interiors.
FERMI

Cloth cords and sculptural details create an open framework design. Fermi features a geometric frame finished in Brushed Nickel. Red cloth adds a playful contrast to create a unique visual statement. Consider decorative bulbs to further customize Fermi fixtures.

MODERNA

Moderna’s modern-inspired silhouette provides a signature focal point for a variety of interior spaces. Features clear outer glass with an inner etched white glass shade and a sleek linear frame.

FINISH

Brushed Nickel - 009

FIVE-LIGHT PENDANT

P500045-009 Brushed Nickel
17-1/8" dia., 9" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 64-1/2", wire 15'.
Five candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
Fixture shown with P7827-01 vintage lamp, not included.

ONE-LIGHT LED MINI-PENDANT

P500000-009-30 Brushed Nickel
5-3/4" dia., 9-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/stem 75-1/2"; wire 10'.
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 623 source lumens.

FINISH

Brushed Nickel - 009
CARBON

Light spills out onto a streamlined shade in the Carbon pendant and mini-pendant. Etched white glass diffuser allows the light to illuminate the Graphite or Polished Nickel shade.
SCONCES
METRO

Metro delivers a clean, geometric form with a pleasing balance of angular metal fittings and a crisp linen shade. The stately fixture adds a modern accent with an elegant sense of architectural distinction.
AVANA

Avana features a graceful tapered candle-arm with a crisp geometric linen shade. The faceted backplate provides a rich architectural detail that complements many fashionable vanity styles.
BONITA

Bonita sconces have a traditional elegance to complement luxurious living with an understated beauty. Crisp metal fittings support a graceful frame and candle topped with a linen shade. Coordinate with Marché or Glimmer collections to add a variation of textures.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Satin Brass - 012
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Matte Black - 031

WALL BRACKET
- P710018-009 Brushed Nickel
- P710018-012 Satin Brass
- P710018-015 Polished Chrome
- P710018-020 Antique Bronze
- P710018-031 Matte Black
  9” W., 17-1/4” Ht.
  Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 13-5/8”.
  One candelabra base lamp, 40w max.

WALL BRACKET
- P710019-009 Brushed Nickel
- P710019-012 Satin Brass
- P710019-015 Polished Chrome
- P710019-020 Antique Bronze
- P710019-031 Matte Black
  13-5/8” W., 17-1/4” Ht.
  Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 13-5/8”.
  Two candelabra base lamps, each 40w max.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 216
HOBBS

Modern traditional design is the combination of crisp geometric forms in classic shapes and materials. Hobbs delivers on this concept with an elegant beveled glass diffuser framing a vintage lamp. The rectangular and circular fittings add a sense of classic craftsmanship for a timeless design.

All fixtures shown with P7827-01 vintage lamps, not included.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 020

WALL SCONCE
P710017-009 Brushed Nickel
P710017-015 Polished Chrome
P710017-020 Antique Bronze
6” W, 12” H. Extends 4-7/8”. H/CTR 6”.
One medium base lamp, 60w max.
GLAYSE

Inspired by modern architecture, Glayse features handsome details for variety of interior design styles. The frameless unbounded beveled glass creates beautiful light and reflection. The structure of Glayse is the focal point of the design, where form follows function.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Antique Bronze - 020

ONE-LIGHT BATH
- P300105-009 Brushed Nickel
- P300105-020 Antique Bronze
7" W., 8-3/8" ht. Extends 5-1/2". H/CTR 5-3/8". One medium base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
- P300106-009 Brushed Nickel
- P300106-020 Antique Bronze
14-7/8" W., 8-3/8" ht. Extends 5-1/2". H/CTR 5-3/8". Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
- P300107-009 Brushed Nickel
- P300107-020 Antique Bronze
22-3/4" W., 8-3/8" ht. Extends 5-1/2". H/CTR 5-3/8". Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.

All fixtures mount up or down.

NEW

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 146
UNION SQUARE

Union Square features a reproduction gas lantern inspiration. A Stainless Steel finish complements the natural polished material and clear flat glass panels. Mechanical details – such as exaggerated knobs – provide character to the form. Open top and bottom on fixture provides easy access for cleaning and relamping.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 170
Outdoor, page 156

FINISH
Stainless Steel - 135

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P710038-135 Stainless Steel
5-1/4" sq., 12" ht.
Extends 5". H/CTR 2-1/4".
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300036-135 Stainless Steel
16" W., 4-1/2" ht.
Extends 5". H/CTR 2-1/4".
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300036-135 Stainless Steel
30" W., 4-1/2" ht.
Extends 5". H/CTR 2-1/4".
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

P300035-135
shown with P7825-01 vintage lamp
shown with P7827-01 vintage lamp

P710038-135
shown with P7827-01 vintage lamp

P300038-135
shown with P7825-01 vintage lamp

P300038-135 shown with P7825-01 vintage lamp
Achieve a mid-century modern look with Elevate, which boasts glass shades and a frame inspired by modern styling. Brushed Bronze and Polished Chrome finish options also available.

**FINISH**
- Matte Black - 031

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
- P300020-031 Matte Black
  - 5" W., 8" ht.
  - Extends 7". H/CTR 4".
  - One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
- P300021-031 Matte Black
  - 15-3/8" W., 7-1/2" ht.
  - Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 5".
  - Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
- P300022-031 Matte Black
  - 24-3/4" W., 7-1/2" ht.
  - Extends 8". H/CTR 5".
  - Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
- P300023-031 Matte Black
  - 34-1/2" W., 7-1/2" ht.
  - Extends 8". H/CTR 5".
  - Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
ELEVATE

FINISH
- Brushed Bronze - 109

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300020-109 Brushed Bronze
5" W., 8" H. Extends 7. H/CTR 4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300021-109 Brushed Bronze
15-3/8" W., 7-1/2" H. Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 5".
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300022-109 Brushed Bronze
24-3/4" W., 7-1/2" H. Extends 8". H/CTR 5".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300023-109 Brushed Bronze
34-1/2" W., 7-1/2" H. Extends 7-3/4". H/CTR 5".
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.

FINISH
- Polished Chrome - 015

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300020-015 Polished Chrome
5" W., 8" H. Extends 7. H/CTR 4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300021-015 Polished Chrome
15-3/8" W., 7-1/2" H. Extends 6-1/8". H/CTR 5".
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300022-015 Polished Chrome
24-3/4" W., 7-1/2" H. Extends 8". H/CTR 5".
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300023-015 Polished Chrome
34-1/2" W., 7-1/2" H. Extends 7-3/4". H/CTR 5".
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
MOD

Giving a nod to the space age with mid-century modern appeal, Mod features a sleek linear frame in a Polished Chrome finish. Clear, spherical glass shades offer the perfect focal point for vintage bulbs or reflector-style globes.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 162

ONE-LIGHT BATH

- P2850-15 Polished Chrome
- 5-3/8" W., 7-3/4" Ht.
- Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 3-3/8".
- One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH

- P2854-15 Polished Chrome
- 15" W., 6-3/4" Ht.
- Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 2-3/8".
- Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH

- P2856-15 Polished Chrome
- 24" W., 6-3/4" Ht.
- Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 2-3/8".
- Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH

- P2857-15 Polished Chrome
- 33" W., 6-3/4" Ht.
- Extends 7-3/8". H/CTR 2-3/8".
- Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7926-01 vintage lamps, not included.

All fixtures mount up or down.
Spatial showcases a modern form that complements Urban Industrial, Mid-Century and Bohemian styles. Overscale geometric frames feature designs inspired by metal trusses and the art of engineering. A Matte Black finish is highlighted by clear globe shades or open candles. Chandelier and pendant options are ideal for foyers and entryways, while vanity fixtures complement modern spa-like bath suites.

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN**
Collections, page 164

**SPATIAL**

**FINISH**
- Black - 031

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300112-031 Black
5-3/8" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 8". H/CTR 3-3/8".
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300113-031 Black
14-1/8" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 2-5/8".
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300114-031 Black
22" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 2-5/8".
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
P300115-031 Black
31-1/8" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 8-1/2". H/CTR 2-5/8".
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
LISBON

Enjoy high status with a bath and vanity collection full of femininity, sparkle and shine. Etched opal glass shades sit atop an elegant K9 glass rod, highlighted with a Polished Nickel or Matte Black finish. The highly polished design style complements both Modern and Luxe interiors and can be mounted up or down.

FINISHES
- Matte Black - 031
- Polished Nickel - 104

ONE-LIGHT BATH
- P300197-031 Matte Black
- P300197-104 Polished Nickel
  - 4-3/4” W, 14” Ht.
  - Extends 6”. H/CTR 5-5/8”.
  - One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
- P300198-031 Matte Black
- P300198-104 Polished Nickel
  - 14-1/2” W, 8” Ht.
  - Extends 6”. H/CTR 5-5/8”.
  - Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
- P300199-031 Matte Black
- P300199-104 Polished Nickel
  - 24” W, 8” Ht.
  - Extends 6”. H/CTR 5-5/8”.
  - Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
- P300200-031 Matte Black
- P300200-104 Polished Nickel
  - 33-1/2” W, 8” Ht.
  - Extends 6”. H/CTR 5-5/8”.
  - Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
CAHILL

A stylish Brushed Bronze finish frames brilliant clear beveled glass panels in the Cahill collection. Ideal for Luxe or Mid-Century Modern interiors, the visual interest provides a reinvention of the popular glass design.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 138

FINISH
Brushed Bronze - 109

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300108-109 Brushed Bronze
4-1/2" W., 19-3/4" ht.
Extends 7-1/2".
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300109-109 Brushed Bronze
16-3/4" W., 6-3/8" ht.
Extends 5-1/4", H/CTR 3-1/8".
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300110-109 Brushed Bronze
24" W., 6-3/8" ht.
Extends 5-1/4", H/CTR 3-1/8".
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300111-109 Brushed Bronze
30" W., 6-3/8" ht.
Extends 5-1/4", H/CTR 3-1/8".
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamps, not included.

All fixtures mount up or down.
DEBUT

Delicate details and warm finish options, including Graphite and Brushed Nickel, create statement making focal pieces for a variety of interiors. Debut provides a fitting stage to feature nostalgic, vintage lamps. Glass accessory shades in clear or frosted seeded finishes are available to complement traditional incandescent or energy efficient lamps.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 178

BATH COLLECTIONS

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Graphite - 143

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300009-009 Brushed Nickel
P300009-143 Graphite
4-1/2" W., 8-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-3/8", H/CTR 5-3/8".
One medium base lamp, 60w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300009-009 Brushed Nickel
P300009-143 Graphite
14-1/4" W., 7-1/4" ht.
Extends 5-3/4", H/CTR 5-1/4".
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300010-009 Brushed Nickel
P300010-143 Graphite
23-3/4" W., 7-1/4" ht.
Extends 8", H/CTR 5-3/8".
Three medium base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300011-009 Brushed Nickel
P300011-143 Graphite
30-1/4" W., 7-1/4" ht.
Extends 8", H/CTR 5-3/8".
Four medium base lamps, each 60w max.

P860002-001
Etched glass shade.
P860003-001
Seeded glass shade.

All fixtures shown with P7825-01 vintage lamps, not included.

All fixtures mount up or down.
FLIGHT

The Flight bath and vanity collection features a variety of industrial modern elements, including a linear frame and circular wall plate. The geometric and linear design is complemented by Brushed Nickel and Polished Chrome finish options.
WEST VILLAGE

Visual interest continues with a three-spoke design that holds each glass shade. Brushed Nickel with chrome accents or Antique Bronze with antique brass accents provide touches of mixed metal in all fixtures within the collection.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 200
With a glamorous, transitional appeal, Carlyn bath and vanity fixtures feature a luxurious pattern comprised of K9 glass accents. The inner lined glass shades glimmer against both finishes.

**FINISHES**
- Antique Bronze - 020
- Polished Nickel - 104

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**
P300100-020 Antique Bronze
P300100-104 Polished Nickel
5-9/16” W., 11-7/8” Ht.
Extends 5-7/8”. H/CTR 6-5/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**
P300101-020 Antique Bronze
P300101-104 Polished Nickel
13-3/8” W., 8” H.
Extends 6-3/8”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**
P300102-020 Antique Bronze
P300102-104 Polished Nickel
22-5/8” W., 8” H.
Extends 6-5/8”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**
P300103-020 Antique Bronze
P300103-104 Polished Nickel
31-7/8” W., 8” H.
Extends 6-5/8”. H/CTR 5-3/4”.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
GLANCE

A sophisticated bath and vanity collection. Glance’s stout frame and etched linen glass shades complement a variety of contemporary design schemes. Polished Chrome and Antique Bronze finishes available for the one- through four-light fixtures.

FINISHES
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Antique Bronze - 020

ONE-LIGHT BATH
- P300016-015 Polished Chrome
- P300016-020 Antique Bronze
  5-3/8” W., 7-1/4” ht.
  Extends 7-1/4”.
  HCTR 3-5/8”.
  One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
- P300017-015 Polished Chrome
- P300017-020 Antique Bronze
  14-1/2” W., 7-1/4” ht.
  Extends 7-1/4”.
  HCTR 3-5/8”.
  Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
- P300018-015 Polished Chrome
- P300018-020 Antique Bronze
  24” W., 7-1/4” ht.
  Extends 7-1/4”.
  HCTR 3-5/8”.
  Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
- P300019-015 Polished Chrome
- P300019-020 Antique Bronze
  33-3/8” W., 7-1/4” ht.
  Extends 7-1/4”.
  HCTR 3-5/8”.
  Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
Let Glide’s nautical-inspired bath and vanity collection bring elegance and a spa-like atmosphere into the home. Available in Brushed Nickel, Polished Chrome or Rubbed Bronze, the oval-shaped opal glass sits upon a pedestal while offering a traditional or formal style. One-through four-light vanity options.

**ONE-LIGHT BATH**

**P300012-009** Brushed Nickel
4-1/2" W., 8" Ht.
Extends 6". H/CTR 4”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**TWO-LIGHT BATH**

**P300013-009** Brushed Nickel
16" W., 7-3/4" Ht.
Extends 6-7/8". H/CTR 4”.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**THREE-LIGHT BATH**

**P300014-009** Brushed Nickel
24" W., 7-3/4" Ht.
Extends 6-7/8”. H/CTR 4”.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

**FOUR-LIGHT BATH**

**P300015-009** Brushed Nickel
34" W., 7-3/4" Ht.
Extends 6-3/4”. H/CTR 4”.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300001-015 Polished Chrome
4-1/2" W., 8" ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300001-015 Polished Chrome
16" W., 7-3/4" ht.
Extends 6-7/8", H/CTR 4".
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300001-015 Polished Chrome
24" W., 7-3/4" ht.
Extends 6-7/8", H/CTR 4".
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300001-015 Polished Chrome
34" W., 7-3/4" ht.
Extends 6-3/4", H/CTR 4".
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
WANDER

A Victorian-inspired bath and vanity collection, Wander wall brackets offer a clean and classic look. Etched glass shades are paired with a Polished Chrome, Brushed Nickel or Venetian Bronze finish to offer versatile styling for any home.

FINISH
- Brushed Nickel - 009

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300024-009 Brushed Nickel
4-3/4" W., 8-7/8" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5-3/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300025-009 Brushed Nickel
16" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5".
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300026-009 Brushed Nickel
24-1/2" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5".
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300027-009 Brushed Nickel
34" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5".
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
WANDER

FINISH
Polished Chrome - 015

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300024-015 Polished Chrome
4-3/4" W., 8-7/8" ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300025-015 Polished Chrome
16" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300026-015 Polished Chrome
24-1/2" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300027-015 Polished Chrome
34" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.

WANDER

FINISH
Venetian Bronze - 074

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300024-074 Venetian Bronze
4-3/4" W., 8-7/8" ht.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300025-074 Venetian Bronze
16" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300026-074 Venetian Bronze
24-1/2" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Three medium base lamps, each 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P300027-074 Venetian Bronze
34" W., 8-1/4" ht.
Four medium base lamps, each 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
METRIC

A simple, etched opal glass shade nestles inside a die-cast frame that is finished in either Polished Chrome or Brushed Nickel – providing light above and below the fixture.

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P2193-09 Brushed Nickel
P2193-15 Polished Chrome
4-5/8" W., 8" ht.
Extends 5-1/4". HCTR 4-1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P2194-09 Brushed Nickel
P2194-15 Polished Chrome
13" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-1/4". HCTR 4-1/8".
Two medium base lamps each, 100w max.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P2195-09 Brushed Nickel
P2195-15 Polished Chrome
22-1/8" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-1/4". HCTR 4-1/8".
Three medium base lamps each, 100w max.

FOUR-LIGHT BATH
P2196-09 Brushed Nickel
P2196-15 Polished Chrome
31-1/4" W., 6-1/2" ht.
Extends 5-1/4". HCTR 4-1/8".
Four medium base lamps each, 100w max.

All fixtures mount up or down.
VOLO LED

Volo fixtures feature a modern repeating circular frame. Etched opal glass shades are seamlessly secured to provide a clean, contemporary look to your home. The modern LED source delivers crisp, high quality light that is the perfect choice for both general and task lighting.

ONE-LIGHT BATH
P300063-009-30 Brushed Nickel
10" W., 5-1/2" H.
Extends 4-5/8". H/CTR 2-3/4".
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 624 source lumens.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
P300064-009-30 Brushed Nickel
16" W., 5-1/2" H.
Extends 4-5/8". H/CTR 2-3/4".
Two 9w LED modules, 3000K, 90 CRI, 624 source lumens per module.

THREE-LIGHT BATH
P300065-009-30 Brushed Nickel
24" W., 5-1/2" H.
Extends 4-5/8". H/CTR 2-3/4".
Three 9w LED modules, 3000K, 90 CRI, 624 source lumens per module.

All fixtures can be installed vertically or horizontally.

All fixtures:

Brushed Nickel - 009
ZURA

Zura features triangular, etched opal glass that provides geometric elements to add modern flair. This contemporary fixture is available in a Brushed Nickel, Polished Chrome, or Matte Black finish.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Polished Chrome - 015
- Matte Black - 031

ONE-LIGHT BATH
- P300061-009 Brushed Nickel
- P300061-015 Polished Chrome
- P300061-031 Matte Black

4-1/2" W., 13-3/4" ht. Extends 7". H/CTR 9-7/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

TWO-LIGHT BATH
- P300062-009 Brushed Nickel
- P300062-015 Polished Chrome
- P300062-031 Matte Black
Can be installed vertically or horizontally.
4-1/2" W., 21" ht. Extends 7". H/CTR 10-1/2".
Two medium base lamps, each 100w max.
Imagine sleepy, vintage streets and old-world architecture with the Chatsworth Collection. Elongated lantern silhouettes boast antique charm as brass tone accents highlight vintage character and inspiration.
MORRISON

Morrison blends delicate geometric patterns with lasting durability in a modern form. Intricate die cast aluminum construction is paired with clear glass and an Antique Bronze or Antique Pewter finish. A tall and stately design accommodates expansive modern and traditional architecture settings that require larger scale outdoor fixtures. Available in hanging, post and wall lantern options.

POST LANTERN
P540016-020 Antique Bronze
9" dia., 26-1/2" ht.
Fits 3" post (order separately).
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550041-020 Antique Bronze
Antique Pewter
7-1/2" dia., 22" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 95", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560116-020 Antique Bronze
P560116-103 Antique Pewter
6-3/8" W., 22" ht.
Extends 7-5/8".
H/CTR 14-1/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560117-020 Antique Bronze
P560117-103 Antique Pewter
7-1/2" W., 21-3/8" ht.
Extends 9-1/4".
H/CTR 18-1/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560118-020 Antique Bronze
P560118-103 Antique Pewter
9" W., 25-1/2" ht.
Extends 11-1/8".
H/CTR 21-5/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

FINISHES
• Antique Bronze - 020
• Antique Pewter - 103
The Cadence collection showcases classic lantern styling. Clear water glass panels surround traditional lighting clusters. A curved, Mediterranean-influenced frame is finished in Textured Black and Oil rubbed Bronze.
FINISH
Textured Black - 31

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P6626-31CD Textured Black
6-1/8" W., 18-7/8" Ht.
Extends 7-5/8". HCTR 9-1/4".
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P6627-31MD Textured Black
8" W., 24-3/4" Ht.
Extends 9-1/4". HCTR 13-3/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P6628-31MD Textured Black
10" W., 31" Ht.
Extends 11-1/8". HCTR 14-1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

EXTRA LARGE WALL LANTERN
P6629-31MD Textured Black
12" W., 38" Ht.
Extends 13-1/4". HCTR 18-1/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
MAISON NEW

Maison offers French country styling for a variety of home settings. Classic and formal clear water seeded glass in a die-cast aluminum frame.

OUTDOOR

FINISH
- Textured Black - 31

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P6634-31CD Textured Black
5-3/4” W., 13-5/8” ht.
Extends 6-1/8”. H/CTR 9-1/8”.
One candelabra base lamp,
60w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P6635-31CD Textured Black
7-1/4” W., 16-7/8” ht.
Extends 7-5/8”. H/CTR 11-3/4”.
One candelabra base lamp, 60w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P6636-31MD Textured Black
8-1/2” W., 18-3/4” ht.
Extends 8-7/8”. H/CTR 13-3/8”.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

EXTRA LARGE WALL LANTERN
P6637-31MD Textured Black
10-1/2” W., 23-3/4” ht.
Extends 11-1/4”. H/CTR 16-1/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
Elongated frames capture the romantic charm of vintage gas lanterns. Inspired by a stroll down a Charlestonian street bearing the same name, the Gibbes Street outdoor lantern collection features clear beveled glass and a classic Black or Antique Bronze finish. Wall, post, and hanging lanterns complete the family.

**POST LANTERN**
P540004-020 Antique Bronze 9-1/2” dia., 26-7/8” ht. Fits 3” post (order separately). Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550004-020 Antique Bronze 9-1/2” dia., 23-3/4” ht. Overall ht. w/chain 99”, wire 10’. Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**
P560021-020 Antique Bronze 5-1/2” W., 15-1/8” ht. Extends 7”. H/CTR 5-7/8”. One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**
P560022-020 Antique Bronze 7” W., 21-3/4” ht. Extends 8-3/4”. H/CTR 8-3/8”. Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

**LARGE WALL LANTERN**
P560023-020 Antique Bronze 9-1/2” W., 30-5/8” ht. Extends 11-1/4”. H/CTR 10-3/4”. Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamp, not included.
POST LANTERN

P540004-031

Textured Black 9-1/2" dia., 26-7/8" ht.
Fits 3" post (order separately).
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

HANGING LANTERN

P560021-031

Textured Black 9-1/2" dia., 23-3/4" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99"; wire 10'.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN

P560021-031

Textured Black 5-1/2" W., 15-1/8" ht.
Extends 7". H/CTR 5-3/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN

P560022-031

Textured Black 7" W., 21-3/4" ht.
Extends 8-3/4". H/CTR 8-3/8".
Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN

P560023-031

Textured Black 9-1/2" W., 30-5/8" ht.
Extends 11-1/4". H/CTR 10-3/4".
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7826-01 vintage lamp, not included.
Santee

A classic colonial wall lantern with contemporary touches describes Santee. Featuring a geometric frame and graphic handle, the wider beveled glass offers more refraction – and visual interest – than typical lantern designs. Choose from a Matte Black frame with stainless steel candle or an Antique Bronze frame with painted brass candle.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560002-020 Antique Bronze
P560002-031 Matte Black
8" W., 15-1/4" ht.
Extends 5-3/4". H/CTR 8-3/4". Two candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560003-020 Antique Bronze
P560003-031 Matte Black
9-1/2" W., 19-5/8" ht.
Extends 6-1/2". H/CTR 11-3/8". Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

All fixtures shown with P7926-01 vintage lamps, not included.
CREIGHTON

Creighton features clear water glass with Antique Bronze or Textured Black finish options. The frame’s linear details are riveted to enhance mechanical detailing of the fixture. Wall, post and hanging lantern options available.

**POST LANTERN**

- **P540009-020** Antique Bronze
- **P540009-031** Textured Black

10 1/2" dia., 21 1/4" ht.
Fits 3" post (order separately).
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**

- **P550009-020** Antique Bronze
- **P550009-031** Textured Black

10 1/2" dia., 21 5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 96 1/2", wire 10’.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**SMALL WALL-LANTERN**

- **P560031-020** Antique Bronze
- **P560031-031** Textured Black

6" W., 11 1/2" ht.
Extends 7 1/4". H/CTR 2 1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**MEDIUM WALL-LANTERN**

- **P560032-020** Antique Bronze
- **P560032-031** Textured Black

8 3/8" W., 15 3/4" ht.
Extends 9 5/8". H/CTR 3".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**LARGE WALL-LANTERN**

- **P560033-020** Antique Bronze
- **P560033-031** Textured Black

10 1/2" W., 19 1/4" ht.
Extends 11 1/8". H/CTR 3".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
KIAWAH

Seeded glass panels and traditional detailing combine to create a soft and updated lantern design. Hinged door for easy relamping is available for post, hanging and medium, large and extra large wall lanterns.
OUTDOOR MEDITERRANEAN-STYLE LANTERNS IN THE HERMOSA FAMILY

The Hermosa family of outdoor lanterns is designed to complement Transitional, Rustic Farmhouse and Modern Farmhouse exteriors. These large-scale pieces feature beautiful detail and a die-cast aluminum frame. Wrought iron styling perfectly frames beautiful clear, water glass shades.

**POST LANTERN**
P540027-031 Textured Black
12" dia., 28" ht.
Fix 3" post (order separately).
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550027-031 Textured Black
12" dia., 26-1/2" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 101-1/2", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**
P560074-031 Textured Black
8" W., 21" ht.
Extends 8-1/4", HCTR 12-7/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**
P560075-031 Textured Black
10" W., 26" ht.
Extends 10-1/8", HCTR 16-1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**LARGE WALL LANTERN**
P560076-031 Textured Black
12" W., 32" ht.
Extends 12-1/4", HCTR 20-1/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
LEAWOOD LED

Leawood LED provides delicate scrollwork with dramatic shadow patterns in a modern form. Intricate die cast aluminum construction is available in classic Black or White finish options. A taller design accommodates the larger scale commonly seen in today’s modern and traditional architecture. Available in hanging, post and wall lanterns.
WHITACRE LED

Inspired by traditional lantern styles, Whitacre incorporates handsome details. Clear seeded glass surrounds an etched opal glass candle diffuser. An Antique Bronze finish complements a variety of exteriors, including Transitional, Traditional and Farmhouse designs.

OUTDOOR

HANGING LANTERN
P550026-020-30 Antique Bronze
12-5/8" dia., 21" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 96", wire 10'.
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 1276 source lumens.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560068-020-30 Antique Bronze
7-7/8" W., 14-3/8" ht.
Extends 8". H/CTR 3-5/8".
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 624 source lumens.

MEDIUM WALL LANTERN
P560069-020-30 Antique Bronze
10" W., 18" ht.
Extends 10". H/CTR 4".
One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 624 source lumens.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560070-020-30 Antique Bronze
12-5/8" W., 22" ht.
Extends 12". H/CTR 4-3/4".
One 17w LED module, 3000K, 90 CRI, 1276 source lumens.

FINISH
Antique Bronze - 020

All fixtures:
JA8

NEW

FINISH
Antique Bronze - 020
DEVEREUX

Devereux features an etched white pillar shade that sits inside a clear seeded glass design. A double scrolled arm finished in Antique Bronze provides elegant scale for a variety of exterior settings. Post, hanging and wall lantern options are available.

POST LANTERN
P540003-020 Antique Bronze
Fits 3" post (order separately).
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550003-020 Antique Bronze
9-1/2" dia., 23-5/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 95-1/2", wire 10’.
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

SMALL WALL-LANTERN
P560018-020 Antique Bronze
5-1/2" W., 20-1/4" ht.
Extends 7-7/8". H/CTR 10-1/8".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

MEDIUM WALL-LANTERN
P560019-020 Antique Bronze
7" W., 26" ht.
Extends 9-3/4". H/CTR 13".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.

LARGE WALL-LANTERN
P560020-020 Antique Bronze
9-1/2" W., 34-1/2" ht.
Extends 12-3/4". H/CTR 17-3/8".
One medium base lamp,
100w max.
VERDAE

Classic and formal clear seeded glass complements a Textured Black or Antique Bronze finish. Open bottom or hinged door provide easy access for cleaning and relamping.

POST LANTERN
- P540002-020 Antique Bronze
- P540002-031 Textured Black
10-3/8” dia., 22-5/8” ht.
Fits 3” post (order separately).
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

HANGING LANTERN
- P550002-020 Antique Bronze
- P550002-031 Textured Black
10-3/8” dia., 18-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 95-1/2”, wire 10’.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

SMALL WALL-LANTERN
- P560014-020 Antique Bronze
- P560014-031 Textured Black
6-1/4” W., 13-1/4” ht.
Extends 8-5/8”, H/CTR 5-3/4”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL-LANTERN
- P560015-020 Antique Bronze
- P560015-031 Textured Black
8-1/4” W., 17-3/4” ht.
Extends 11-3/8”, H/CTR 10-1/8”.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL-LANTERN
- P560016-020 Antique Bronze
- P560016-031 Textured Black
10-3/8” W., 21-3/4” ht.
Extends 13-5/8”, H/CTR 10”.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

EXTRA-LARGE WALL-LANTERN
- P560017-020 Antique Bronze
- P560017-031 Textured Black
10-3/8” W., 30-1/2” ht.
Extends 13-1/4”, H/CTR 14-3/4”.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.
Create a home fully of modern elegance with the Janssen Collection. Sleek, elongated frames with rectangular forms hold gorgeous etched glass diffuser in an architectural design intended to add a contemporary glow while commanding visual interest.

POST LANTERN
P540017-108 Oil Rubbed Bronze 7-1/2" dia., 20-5/8" ht.
Fix 3" post (order separately).
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550044-108 Oil Rubbed Bronze 7-1/2" dia., 21" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 96", wire 10'.
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

SMALL WALL LANTERN
P560122-108 Oil Rubbed Bronze 7-1/2" W., 12-1/2" ht.
Extends 8-1/4", HCTR 3-1/2".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL LANTERN
P560123-108 Oil Rubbed Bronze 7-1/2" W., 19" ht.
Extends 8-1/4", HCTR 5".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
Patewood lanterns have a modern shadowbox housing in a sleek Black finish constructed from durable stainless steel. The pillar candle style diffusers provide crisp illumination for a pleasing complement to your home’s exterior.

**POST LANTERN**
P540013-031 Black  
Fits 3" post (order separately).  
7" W., 19-3/8" ht.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550013-031 Black  
5-1/2" W., 15-1/8" ht.  
Overall ht. w/stem 81", wire 10'.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**HANGING LANTERN**
P550024-031 Black  
7 W., 18" ht.  
Overall ht. w/stem 84, wire 10'.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**SMALL WALL LANTERN**
P560039-031 Black  
4-1/2" W., 12" ht.  
Extends 5-3/8”. H/CTR 8-5/8”.  
One medium base lamp, 75w max.

**MEDIUM WALL LANTERN**
P560040-031 Black  
5-11/16" W., 14-1/2" ht.  
Extends 6-1/2”, H/CTR 10”.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

**LARGE WALL LANTERN**
P560041-031 Black  
7" W., 17-3/8” ht.  
Extends 7-3/4”, H/CTR 11-7/8”.  
One medium base lamp, 100w max.
UNION SQUARE

Union Square features a reproduction gas lantern inspiration. A Stainless Steel finish complements the natural polished material and clear flat glass panels. Mechanical details – such as exaggerated knobs – provide character to the form. Open bottom on wall lanterns provides easy access for cleaning and relamping.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
Collections, page 170
Bath, page 262

OUTDOOR
P560005-135 Stainless Steel
7-7/8" W., 19-3/8" ht.
Extends 6-1/2". H/CTR 7-3/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

MEDIUM WALL-LANTERN
P560006-135 Stainless Steel
Extends 8". H/CTR 9-5/8".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

LARGE WALL-LANTERN
P560007-135 Stainless Steel
12-3/8" sq., 5-1/2" ht.
Two medium base lamps, each 60w max.

SMALL WALL-LANTERN
P560004-135 Stainless Steel
6-1/2" W., 15-7/8" ht.
Extends 5-1/2". H/CTR 6-1/4".
One medium base lamp, 100w max.

HANGING LANTERN
P550018-135 Stainless Steel
7" sq., 27-3/8" ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 102-1/2", wire 10’. One medium base lamp, 100w max.

All fixtures shown with P7827-01 vintage lamps, not included.

FINISH
Stainless Steel - 135
TWAIN

Featuring an updated prairie style, Twain’s lantern collection offers visual interest for a variety of home exteriors. Solid glass with the center sand blasted, is divided by the frames vertical lines.
NORTHAMPTON LED

Northampton LED lanterns take a designer-influenced approach for these updated outdoor wall lanterns. Two distinctive styles provide a modern or more traditional accent to your home with striking textured glass in a classic pattern. A Black frame highlights clear fluted glass panels with a metallic silver interior reflector, while the Architectural Bronze housing showcases clear seeded glass with a quatrefoil inspired metal pattern aired with a brass tone internal reflector.

FINISHES
- Architectural Bronze - 129
- Black - 031

SMALL LED WALL LANTERN
- P560106-129-30 Architectural Bronze
  6-3/4" W., 12-1/2" Ht.
  Extends 5". H/CTR 6-1/4".
  One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 source lumens.

MEDIUM LED WALL LANTERN
- P560107-129-30 Architectural Bronze
  6-3/4" W., 22" Ht.
  Extends 5". H/CTR 7-1/4".
  One 9w LED module, 3000K, 90CRI, 624 source lumens.
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ICON KEY

Table 150.04 defines products that do not have to meet JA8 and can be used to comply with 2016 Title 24. The most common types include:

- Pin-based linear or compact fluorescent light sources using electronic ballasts
- GU-24 sockets containing light sources other than LEDs
- Insoluable SSL luminaries that are installed outdoors


This marking indicates fixtures that have an integrated LED or replaceable LED module that has been tested and listed in the California Appliance Database. Check for certified lamps, fixtures or LED light engines by searching the MAEDBS database. Go to caappliances.energycga.gov

Complies with the “Americans with Disabilities Act”

EXPERIENCE PROGRESS

Learn how lighting can totally transform a space. Experience Progress features beautiful room images from our builder partners, design firms, social media fans and influencers bringing the Progress Lighting story to life. By working together, we’re furthering a vision of providing whole home solutions to those who are seeking inspiration.

Visit progresslighting.com/experienceprogress
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Explore our blog for even more design inspiration, product integration and trend guidance to make your home into a haven of livable luxury. See progresslighting.com/blog
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Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information in this catalog. Progress Lighting reserves the right to make product changes from time to time, without prior notification, which may change the information provided in this catalog. Errors brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent issues.

UL, CSA, or ETL Listed or Classified unless otherwise noted. Bulbs not included with fixtures unless specified. Specifications subject to change without notice.

Metal finishes not specified as “solid” have quality plated or painted finishes.

Finish representations are high resolution digital reproductions, and, while every effort has been made to render colors accurately, they may vary slightly from the actual product, especially hand-painted finishes, due to the nature of hand craftsmanship.

© Progress Lighting 2020
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International copyright secured.

progresslighting.com/designseries
COMPLETE YOUR DESIGN

with eye-catching accessories.

Enhance the style of your Design Series fixture with a selection from our lighting accessories. Add a new canopy to complement the design and personalize the fixture to fit your décor. Create your own look by mounting several pendants on a multi-pendant canopy, or swap out shades for a different style or color. Order extra stem rod or chains to extend the hanging length of the fixture. THE CHOICE IS YOURS!

PENDANT CANOPIES, STEM KITS, CHAINS, SHADES + MORE!

For more lighting accessory design tips: www.progresslighting.com/accessories